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ABSTRACT 

The competition and increasing customers‘ demands makes traditional manufacturing companies 

consider new ways of differentiate themselves. One way of doing this is to develop product service 

system (PSS) solutions. PSS solutions are a total offering, where the customer purchases the use of a 

solution instead of a physical product. This bachelor thesis within the School of Innovation Design and 

Engineering at Mälardalen University aims to determine the success factor of PSS development at ICT 

and AM, which are two traditional Swedish manufacturing companies. To do this, the main challenges 

of transforming ICT and AM into PSS providers will be identified. The thesis also aims to determine if 

there is a need for change of performance measurements and key performance indicators (KPIs) to 

enable this transformation. A theoretical review is presented to help the readers in the understanding of 

the thesis areas. Interviews at ICT and AM were made to get a view of the situations at the companies 

considering PSS development. The information gathered at the interviews stated the major challenges 

of transforming both companies into PSS developers. With the theoretical framework and the stated 

challenges, an analysis was made to determine the success factors of PSS development.  

The identified success factors of PSS development were Senior management clarification of 

strategic intent, Cultural change management, Teamwork culture, Internal communication 

mechanisms, External communication mechanism, Customer relationship, Motivating breakthrough 

ideas, Project core competency, Cross-functional collaboration, Cross-functional development, 

Allocation of resources, Training and education, Knowledge management, Customer satisfaction data, 

Risk management, Product positioning, Portfolio of product opportunities, Product functional content, 

Knowledge of market potential, Product service processes, Product environment, Development 

process, Responsibilities of team members, Concurrent development, Internal task coordination, 

Organizational readiness for sales, Internal marketing and External marketing. 

Based on the theoretical framework and interviews a statement was made; it is crucial to change 

the performance measurement and KPIs if implementing PSS, to support collaboration between 

departments and contribute to the overall success for the companies. 

 

 

Keywords: PSS, PSS development, KPI, performance measurement, success factors of PSS 

development  
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DICTIONARY 

AM – A pseudonym of a company, to preserve its anonymity.  

 

Cross-functional – A term that used to describe a process or activity that involve the cooperation 

between different functions. 

 

Dealer – A company who sell other products that other companies has manufactured.  

 

ICT – A pseudonym of a company, to preserve its anonymity. 

 

Indicators – The basic elements of performance measurements systems. 

 

Integration – The combining and uniting of things. 

  

Key Performance Indicator (KPI) – A type of performance measurement that tell you what to do to 

increase performance dramatically. 

 

New Product Development (NPD) – The complete process of bringing a new product to market. 

 

New Service Development (NSD) – The complete process of bringing a new service to market. 

 

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) – The company that originally manufactured the 

product. 

 

Performance – Generally defined as the level to which a goal is attained. 

 

Performance measurement system – Performance measurement systems identify the efficiency and 

effectiveness of actions. They emit the goals and the vision of the organization. 

 

Performance indicator – Gives signals of actions that can improve the organization. 

 

Product service system (PSS) – A system that consists of tangible products and intangible services 

designed and combined so that they jointly are capable of fulfilling specific customer needs with an 

offer of a total solution. 

 

Servitization – The shift of the company‘s focus from the importance of products to the importance of 

services. 

 

Sub-optimization – Occurs when different subunits attempt to reach a solution that in first hand is 

optimal for their own unit, but that may not be optimum for the entire organization. 

 

Success factor – A factor or activity required for ensuring the success of a company.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the foundations of the thesis; the background, the objective, the problem 

description and the limitations. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Today there is a constant change in the markets. The high competiveness and turbulent changes 

makes the conditions complicated (Neu & Brown, 2006). Because of the high competition and an 

increasing number of competitors, manufacturing companies need to find new ways to separate 

themselves from others in the same industry. A differentiation strategy is to develop and offer 

innovative service oriented products, which can increase the total value of the offer (Aurich, 

Mannweiler, & Schweitzer, 2010). Companies that focus a greater part of their reliance on services get 

a better return on sales and an increased value (Fang, Palmatier, & E.M., 2008). 

Customers of manufacturing companies expect not only a product at a purchase today. They also 

expect additional services like maintenance and training. This has made it necessary for traditional 

manufacturing companies to gradually change towards product-service providers (Schweitzer & 

Aurich, 2010).  Large international companies that have moved towards the service industry are IBM 

and HP, they offer not only pure products but products integrated with services and pure services too 

(Elfving & Urquhart, 2013).   

One way of moving towards a more service focused business is to adapt Product Service Systems 

(PSS). PSS aims to offer a total solution to the customers with all necessary aspects covered. To 

develop PSSs there is a need for cross-functional collaboration between suppliers, product developers, 

service developers, sales and market organizations, dealers and customers. PSS enables benefits for 

the customer because it provides a customized offer of a higher quality, that can satisfy their need 

better than products and services individually. There is also a potential environmental benefit since 

PSS aims to reduce the number of products by customized service, maintenance and refurbishing 

(Mont, 2002). This means that the provider of the PSS have to consider life cycle phases that they 

usually do not, which is called life cycle management (Aurich, Mannweiler, & Schweitzer, 2010). PSS 

show similarities in the mindset with the Toyota Way, where important parts are people and 

teamwork, partners and networks, high quality, customer satisfaction and waste reduction (Liker, 

2004). 

1.1.1 COMPANY BACKGROUND 

Two Swedish manufacturing companies that have realized the requisite to focus their business 

towards services to maintain competitiveness and to maintain satisfied customers are ICT and AM. 

ICT is a large global company in the Information and Communication Technology and 

telecommunication industry. AM is a large global company in the automotive industry. The main 

difference between the companies, except from the industries, is that AM´s customers are dealers and 

ICT´s customers are the end user and other businesses. The value chains of ICT and AM are illustrated 

in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 – The value chain of ICT 

 

 

Figure 2 – The value chain of AM 

 

Mont (2002) among others describes a number of challenges and difficulties when developing and 

implementing PSS solutions. ICT and AM are aware of these challenges and difficulties, and wants to 

explore these further to determine if it is possible and worthwhile to transform these traditional 

manufacturing companies to a product-service providers. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this thesis is to clarify the success factors of product service system (PSS) 

development at the product focused companies ICT and AM. To enable this, the challenges of 

transforming these companies towards product-service providers should be determined. The view of 

necessary changes to enable a future integration between service and product departments at ICT and 

AM should be established based on interviews with employees and a literature study of the area. 

Additionally a discussion if it is necessary to change the key performance indicators (KPIs), at ICT 

and AM, to support a successful PSS development will be made. 
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1.3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

This thesis will focus on answering following research questions: 

 

1. Which are the most important success factors of ICT and AM if transforming into PSS 

developers? 

- Are there any difference between the success factors of PSS development and the 

traditional ones of service and product development? 

 

2. Which are the main challenges at ICT and AM to implement PSS development? 

 

3. Is it necessary to change the performance measurement system and KPIs used at traditional 

manufacturing companies, like ICT and AM, if they would transform into PSS providers? 

- If so, in which way do they need to change? 

1.4 LIMITATIONS 

This thesis only considered the companies ICT and AM, which are two product focused 

companies. Based on that, and the restricted period of time, the main focus of the literature study was 

to study manufacturing companies. 

The greatest limitation was to focus on PSS development. Based on that, the area of performance 

measurement and KPIs were only considered superficially. 

The interviews at both companies were limited to a small number of respondents, because of the 

time frame. The respondents at ICT and AM were limited to ones that have some responsibilities in 

product organizations, service organizations, process development, business development, strategy 

development, and customer delivery. 

 

The time of period of the thesis was ten weeks, starting at week 14 and ending at week 24. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

This chapter aims to give the reader an understanding of the methodology that was used to fulfill 

the objective of the thesis. The chapter includes a presentation of the literature review, the preparation 

and realization of the interviews, and the methodology of the analysis. 

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

A literature review is necessary to gather information that supports or rejects different arguments, 

which will be used to verify the final conclusions (Nilsson, 1995). A literature review was made to 

gather knowledge in the different areas of the thesis. The areas of the data collection were: PSS, 

success factors of product and service development, performance measurements, and performance 

indicators. PSSs were reviewed because it was the main area of the thesis. The areas of success factors 

were explored to determine which the success factors of product and service development are 

according to the theory, and if new ones have to be added when developing PSSs. Framework for 

success factors was examined with the purpose to use one of them in the analysis. Performance 

measurements and indicators were reviewed to be able to do a discussion of KPIs related to PSS, 

which was one of the objectives of the thesis. Information on interview methodology was also 

gathered to ensure accurate interviews.  

The data collection was made at the library of Mälardalen University, at journal databases like 

Google Scholar, and with the help of the supervisors. 

2.2 INTERVIEWS 

The purpose of the interviews was to do a qualitative study to increase the understanding of the 

respondents‘ views of PSS and what obstacles the companies have if implementing PSS. An 

unstructured interview method was chosen since the purpose was to get the respondents understanding 

and perception of the areas discussed, which gave possibilities to leave out or follow up with questions 

during the interviews (Lantz, 2007).  

During the study, interviews with people at both ICT and AM were made, five at ICT and seven at 

AM. An additional phone meeting was performed with one scientist that has been doing research at 

AM and in the area of PSSs. All interviews, except one, were in Swedish. Every interview was 

planned to be one hour long. 

There was no information of the purpose of the study to the respondents, to make sure their  

answers were not affected, since there is a risk that respondents seeks to tell the interviewers what they 

want to hear. Another factor considered during the interviews was to give the respondent time to 

process the questions, which could lead to long pauses. The importance with an open body language 

was also considered to make the respondents feel comfortable (Washington, 2013). 

During the interviews the term PSS development was not used, since it is not a familiar concept to 

all people, instead the expression integrated product and service development was used. 

2.2.1 SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS 

The selection of the respondents was made together with the supervisors at the companies. The 

aim was to interview employees with different main areas to get different perspective. The 
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respondents were people with responsibilities within the product organizations, service organizations, 

process development, business development, strategy development, and customer delivery. 

2.2.2 THE DESIGN OF THE INTERVIEWS 

 The structure of the interview was divided into two parts; a copy of the template that was used is 

shown in Attachment 1. The first part contained some general questions about the respondents and 

then some general questions about integrated products and services. The general questions aimed to 

make the respondents open up, gain trust of the interviewers, and to feel comfortable to discuss the 

subject, which can result in more honest answers in the remaining questions (Washington, 2013). 

In the second part of the interview there was a discussion of parts of the activity model by 

Cedergren, which is described in the chapter of Performance measurement in product development. 

To not confuse or mislead the respondents the terms efficiency, effectiveness and uncertainties was 

not discussed directly. The model that was used during the interviews is shown in Figure 3. A short 

explanation of the fundamental parts of the model was done. Since an unstructured interview was 

performed, additional questions were asked during every interview to be able to find interesting 

information.  

 

 

Figure 3 – The model that was used at the interviews at both companies 

 

The aim of the discussion of the model was to determine the situation at the companies today, 

which the challenges would be if PSS development would be implemented and which necessary 

changes is needed to enable this transformation. 

The aim was to record and transcribe the interviews to enable an extensive analysis of the 

interview results. 
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2.3 RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

An unstructured interview leads to discussions with the same theme but there are differences 

within the interviews, which is important to understand the qualities of the discussed phenomenon. 

The analysis of the interviews was qualitative and was restricted to the qualities of the phenomenon 

(Lantz, 2007). 

The eight category framework of success factors of product development of Tang, Liu, Kellam, 

Otto, & Seering (2005) was used to illustrate the result of the interviews, and to perform the analysis. 

The framework was chosen since it covers a vital part of the areas in product development, compared 

to other examined frameworks. The framework contains a clear description of every category, which 

made it easy to understand the meaning of them, which are shown in a report by Kellam (2004). Based 

on that, the framework was the one most suited to determine which factors that is most important for 

both companies to focus on to implement successful product development. The answers of the 

interview were compared to the categories of the framework to result in an analysis of the success 

factors at both companies to develop PSS solutions. The framework was not shown to the respondents. 

The framework is shown in Attachment 2, and a citation of every mentioned category is shown to 

illustrate the interpretation of the categories. A percentage of the number that mentioned certain factor 

and categories was calculated, the method of the calculation is shown in Attachment 3. Since Tang, 

Liu, Kellam, Otto, & Seering (2005) framework only considers product development, further success 

factors were added to cover the parts of service and PSS development. 

The result of the interviews and the theoretical framework of performance measurements and 

performance indicators were used to do the analysis of performance measurement system in a PSS 

context. 
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

This chapters aims to give the reader an understanding of the theoretical framework of PSS, 

success factors of product and service development, performance measurements and performance 

indicators. This knowledge is necessary to understand the future work of the thesis. 

3.1 PRODUCT SERVICE SYSTEM 

Product service system (PSS) is a concept with connection to servitization (Baines, o.a., 2007). 

Mont (2002) defines PSS as “a system of products, services, supporting networks and infrastructure 

that is designed to be: competitive, satisfy customer needs and have a lower environmental impact 

than traditional business models.” It is also a possible way of moving towards more sustainable 

production and consumption systems. According to Baines, o.a., (2007) PSS means that the customers 

purchase the use of an asset instead of the physical product. To enable this there is a need for a system 

where different bits and pieces fit together to enable customer satisfaction. That kind of system 

demands that the design of products, services, supporting infrastructure and necessary networks gives 

the customer a qualified total solution. 

Mont (2002) describes that PSS will result in a change for consumers, a shift from purchasing 

products to buying services and system solutions, which requires that the producers involve and 

educate the customers more. There will also be a change for producers and service suppliers. They will 

have a higher responsibility for the product´s full life cycle. For both consumers and producers PSS 

can result in a change of property rights. 

Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) describes that you have to distinguish three dimensions when 

designing and implementing PSS, which are: the result dimension, the process dimension and the 

infrastructure dimension. The result dimension relates to the set of expected functionalities that the 

PSS components, physical and nonphysical, provides to the customer. The process dimension relates 

to all the processes in the PSS system, like product maintenance and training. These processes 

constantly change the subsystems of different partners. The infrastructure dimension relates to service 

network that provides not only services, but also continuous feedback from the customers and the 

market. Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) also discussed if information would be one dimension, but since 

information is a part of all of the other dimensions that is not necessary. 

An example of a PSS is ‖power-by-the-hour‖ by Rolls-Royce. ―Power-by-the-hour‖ is a Total-

Care Package that means that the company offers a running gas turbine engine as a total solution to an 

airline, including spare parts and maintenance. At the same time Rolls-Royce get the chance to collect 

data on product performance and use. The data enables better development of the solution in areas like 

engine efficiency and asset utilization, which enables reduced total costs and reduced environmental 

impact (Baines, o.a., 2007).  

Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) describes that the company have to consider two life cycle 

perspectives to design a PSS. First you have to consider the point of view of the PSS manufacturer and 

then the point of view of the customer. The life cycle of the manufacturer includes product design, 

manufacturing, servicing and remanufacturing. The life cycle of the customer includes product 

purchase, usage and disposal. That requires the need of both a physical product and non-physical 

services. The product cores are thereafter produced at a limited number of places, while the services 

often are provided at different location where the solution is used in close cooperation with the 

customer. 
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3.1.1 BENEFITS WITH PSS 

PSS can provide a competitive advantage towards companies that have not implemented the 

concept. The system enables new market opportunities and differentiation. PSS gives an opportunity 

to add value to a product by refurbishing, upgrading, financial schemes etcetera. PSS also enables a 

better relationship with the customer because of the increased contact and feedback of usage. Another 

benefit is that the solution could add extra value for the customer by increased service and service 

components. That can make the products last longer, extend its functions, and not waste the materials 

after finishing its life cycle by recycling and reuse of the entire product or parts of it (Mont, 2002). 

There are also benefits for the customer with PSS, who get a larger variety of offers than before. 

That means that they can get more customized offers of a higher quality. They also do not need to be 

responsible of the product through its life span, since they do not own the product (Mont, 2002). 

Baines, o.a, (2007) claims that customer‘s benefit of PSS because of the reduction of risks, 

responsibilities, and costs that are traditionally associated with ownership. PSS enables the customer 

to focus on their core competences.  

There is also an environmental advantage with PSS since there is a life cycle and sustainability 

perspective. Since there are service and maintenance that are specially made for the products, the 

lifetime of the product can increase (Meier, Roy, & Seliger, 2010).  

At implementation of PSS there is an opportunity for the companies to enable significant 

innovation, optimum customer orientation, measurably reduced time-to-market and considerable cost 

reduction (Meier, Roy, & Seliger, 2010).  

PSS enables product-related services contracts, maintenance for example, that are a stable source 

of income, which are not as sensitive to economic fluctuations as products (Gebauer, Gustafsson, & 

Witell, 2011). Since there is a longer business relationship between provider and customer, the 

provider can get more revenue (Meier, Roy, & Seliger, 2010). Contracts and loyal customer gives a 

company stable revenue. Loyal customers are more profitable than new ones. They are easier to serve, 

are less price sensitive, engage more complex and profitable services, and can recommend the 

company to other potential customers (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990).  

3.1.2 CHALLENGES OF PSS 

Elfving & Urquhart (2013) identified a list of challenges when collaborating and developing a 

solution of integrated products and services: 

 How to share profit and loss. 

 How to cope with clashes in organizational culture and risk. 

 How to gain trust, get commitment and share risk. 

 How to agree on common goals, objectives and definitions. 

 How to coordinate, especially on management level. 

 What shared information system to be used. 

 How to manage differences in expectations when it comes to technical capabilities, 

knowledge and skills. 

 

Mont (2002) also described different challenges with PSS. First of all there is a need for a social 

system or infrastructure to support the PSS, and if no such thing exist a total new network have to be 

designed. Secondly it is necessary with closer contact and collaboration between the producers and 

their suppliers, service producers and final consumers. That makes it more important to choose 
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partners wisely to ensure that they have power to change or influence events. It is also important, 

because of the information sharing and transparency between the partners, with mutual trust. There is 

also a problem with the changeover from receiving the payment for a product at the point-of-sale to a 

longer time of payback periods. Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) argue that since there is a closer 

collaboration between the provider and the consumer and the longer period of time of the commitment 

there is a need for sharing uncertainties and risks. They should together identify, plan, assess, handle 

and monitor the uncertainties and risks.  

During the change from a product focused company to a combined product-service offering 

company there will probably be changes in strategies, operations and value chains, technologies, 

people expertise and system integration capabilities. Since there is a need for investments in new 

resources when implementing PSS it can take a period of time before the company receives any huge 

revenues (Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan, 2010). To enable a new product-service strategy there is 

a need for investment in new peoples‘ skills, capabilities and technologies (Reinartz & Ulaga, 2008). 

To develop a PSS it requires people with skills in both product and service development (Meier, Roy, 

& Seliger, 2010). 

To be able to develop the systems there is a need for constant feedback of the usage. That requires 

a close contact and follow-up between the development organization and the operation organizations. 

It is important that the feedback goes to the right person so that the information is not unutilized 

(Elfving & Urquhart, 2013).  

Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) discussed the fact that there is a need for a new business model 

when a company is taking over the customers processes. That can lead to large financial risks and new 

legal conditions. There is also a need for engineering, management, and new methods and tools to 

implement PSS successfully. Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) identified a number of challenges for the 

OEM that will deliver the system: 

 Identifying the important stakeholders. 

 Creating proper business models. 

 Identifying involved chances and risks. 

 Developing and deliver PSS processes. 

 Setting up PSS oriented organizations. 

 Qualifying the staff (empowerment). 

 Industrializing and automate his PSS processes. 

 Adapting his product understanding and business culture. 

 

Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) identified five categories of challenges of the transition 

from a product focused company towards a product-service company. These were Embedded product-

service culture, Delivery of integrated offering, Internal processes and capabilities, Strategic 

alignment, and Supplier relationships; these are shown in Figure 4 (Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & 

Evan, 2010, p 456).  
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Figure 4 – Challenges of servitization 

Embedded product-service culture refers to the culture of product-service that needs to be adapted. 

This can be a difficulty since there are often a lot of traditions and pride in manufacturing companies. 

The employees have to change their manufacturing mindset towards a service and product mindset, 

which can be a challenge. 

Delivery of integrated offering refers to the fact that more employees need to be in contact with 

the customers than previously. Because of that there are introduction of new offerings there can be 

misunderstanding between the different partners, which makes it important with a shared definition of 

the offer. 

Internal processes and capabilities refer to the new resources that are needed to enable 

competitiveness in the new area. The alignment of processes is necessary to implement PSS. There is a 

need for new metrics for the integrated offer. There is also a need for new tools and techniques to 

enable a development of product-service offerings. 

Strategic alignment refers to the necessary change in mindset and understanding towards service 

provision. It is necessary that the mindset and a common language are communicated throughout the 

entire organization.  

Supplier relationships refer to the need of a deeper relationship between the customer and the 

provider, including their network. There is a need for more insight into the customers‘ problems and 

applications. There is also a need for more communication with the suppliers of the company. 

3.1.3 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMNETS OF PSS 

Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) described that to be able to systematically measure performance of 

PSS two prerequisites have to be fulfilled. First of all there has to be a continuous flow of information 

between the different partners. Secondly the company has to specify PSS key figures to enable reviews 

of the desired benefits, and therefor there is a need for standards. The characteristics of the standards 

and their possible values must be known. Target values needs to be identified for each key figure. The 

key figures needs to be specified to every individual PSS in collaboration with the customer and other 
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partners. A system to enable gathering for information and calculation of the key figures are needed. It 

is important to determine who are responsible of gathering the information.  

The key figures can relate to the tree dimensions of PSS, which was mentioned in a previous 

chapter, and to information (Schweitzer & Aurich, 2010): 

 Result oriented key figures are related to both service and product components of the PSS. 

They describe the benefit of PSS for the PSS-provider and customer.  

 Process oriented key figures are related to the necessary processes for providing the 

expected benefits of PSS.  

 Infrastructure oriented key figures relates to the resources that are needed to realize PSS.  

 Information oriented key figures addresses the change of information between the network 

of the manufacturer and the customer. 

 

To gather all the necessary information to evaluate performance in PSS, every partner in the 

network needs to be involved. The initializing of gathering information can be done both internally 

and externally. The gathering of information can be for instance a serviceman that writes a report and 

then sends it to the partner responsible for that area in the network. Then the information needs to be 

analyzed and then appropriated by the ones that are responsible for further processing of the 

information. The person who gathered the information should also get feedback of the result 

(Schweitzer & Aurich, 2010). 

3.2 SUCCESS FACTORS 

3.2.1 SUCCESS FACTORS OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

Every manager wants to know what factors affect the outcome and performance in the product 

development process, the secret of new-product success. A company that fails in the area of product 

development will normally not last long. Successful outcomes of a new product or project are however 

hard to predict, but researchers have attempted to find out and discuss a vast number of different 

factors and models of what leads to success or failure. Most studies have focused on the differences of 

successful versus unsuccessful products with poor performance, to determine the success drivers.  

Almost half of the development projects fail to reach their profit objectives and one third of new 

products are unsuccessful at launch.  To design successful systems and methods for conceiving, 

developing, and launching new products the understanding of the factors of success is vital (Cooper R. 

G., 2011). Success at the company or business level may differ from success at project level (Cooper 

& Kleinschmidt, 2007).  The most researchers seem to agree on which factors are the leaders of 

success, their findings of success factors are consistent and similar across various studies (Harmsen & 

Jensen, 2001) (Ernst, 2002). Craig & Hart (1992) identified six groups of success factors similar to 

reviews in other literature. The factors Management, Process, Company, People, Strategy and 

Information are repeated in many studies of enablers of success.  

3.2.1.1 Framework of product development by Tang et al. 

Tang, Liu, Kellam, Otto, & Seering (2005) identified an eight category framework of success 

factors of product development that are predictors of the project outcomes of profit, market share, 

customer satisfaction, organizational effectiveness and product quality. The framework is based on a 

wide representative work of research, industry practices and company surveys, covering the vital part 
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of the area. Totally 1106 enabling factors were identified from previous work, were a total of 51 

factors were considered significant for product development success and organizational performance. 

The identified factors were populated into the category framework consisting of the eight categories 

Leadership, Organizational Culture, Human Resources, Information, Product Strategy, Project 

Execution, Product Delivery and Result. 

The Leadership section examines if there is a clear strategic direction for the project 

communicated throughout the entire organization, the key characteristics of the project leader and the 

power delegated. The section particularly evaluates senior management clarification of strategic intent, 

project leader experience and the power delegated to the project leader. 

The Organizational Culture section examines the extent of how the management utilizes and 

develop the organizational culture to influence the project positively, the cooperation between the 

various parties and the encouragement of innovation and learning. The section particularly evaluates 

cultural change, teaming and innovation. 

The Human Resources section examines actions taken by management improving the skills of the 

team, the individual team members, and the work environment. The section particularly evaluates 

project core competency, multi-disciplinary staffing, training and education, and work environment.  

The Information section examines the extent of how adapted PD methods, tools, and databases are 

for the projects. It also describes the treatment of information and resources as valuable assets, the 

ability of collecting essential information, and the quality of collected data and the usage of it. The 

section particularly evaluates infrastructure and tools, and information analysis. 

The Product Strategy section examines the product planning process by product competiveness, 

the project linkage to corporate objectives, how well-developed and formulated the product concepts 

are, the knowledge of market potential, product pricing, the evaluation of key factors of technology 

etc. The section particularly evaluates strategic objectives, core concept, revenue planning, technology 

and functional strategies.  

The Project Execution section examines how suitable the development process is according to the 

project objectives, product properties and product value. The section also examines the engagement 

and communication between team members, measurements and actions, project delays, time to 

market, if cross-functional development is implemented, the internal task coordination and 

responsibilities. The section particularly evaluates the development process, responsibilities of team 

members, development, milestones and metrics, schedule integrity, and social responsibilities. 

The Product Delivery section examines the products readiness for production and sales, and the 

organizations ability of delivering the product and supporting the product after sales. The section 

particularly evaluates the release to manufacturing ramp-up, transition to sales, organizational 

readiness for sales, and service and support complexity. 

The Result section examines the project results from five different dimensions. The section 

particularly evaluates the project financial and market results, project customer satisfaction and loyalty 

results, organizational effectiveness results, product results and project benchmarking. 

3.2.1.2 Success factors of product development according to Ernst 

Ernst (2002) made conclusions of what factors leads to success based on thirty years of empirical 

new product development research.  The basis for the success is the existence of a formal or informal 

development process in the firm. Within this process, the planning phase before the actual 

development phase of the product is crucial for project success. The quality and evaluation in the 

planning phase will be the core of the further phases in the process. The selection of the most 
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advantageous project before the starting of the development phase is important and the selected project 

should throughout the entire process continually be evaluated to ensure that the defined goals are 

achieved.  The market requirements must be considered through all steps in the project and such 

information should continually be up-dated until the end of the project. It should be clear for the 

customer what differentiate the project concept, the target market and the relative increase in benefit of 

the product, from the competitors‘ products. The customer‘s integration in the project, especially in 

the early and later phase of the project, is beneficial but the integration needs to be separated from the 

idea that ‗the customer is the demander‘. 

When looking into organizational requirements that enable success, the creation of a loyal and 

fully committed organization with characteristics ensuring that the process will not be affected 

negatively is important. The team members are dedicated to their assignments and the project, and are 

responsible for the entire process together, which will encourage motivation of the members. The 

project teams should be cross-functional. A cross-functional team eases the resolution of Interface 

problems and reassures internal communication and cooperation. The project leader must be 

experienced, qualified and dedicated to the project. Substantial self-government for the team affects 

the performance and project positively. Activities to support, motivate and encourage individuality and 

creativity among people in the organization affect the success positively. 

It‘s important with a strategic framework to offer orientation to the sum of single product 

development (PD) projects. There should be a long term thrust within the organization. Senior 

management is responsible to review if the goals are reached in the projects and they should recognize 

the value of the products and support the projects.  Necessary resources should be available for the 

team and not be limited by budget, especially resources for the market research and market launch of 

the product are important for success. Finally, sufficient resources should be available for professional 

market orientation of the product development process. 

3.2.1.3 Other success factors of product development 

According to Balachandra & Friar (1997) the factors leading to success cannot be totally explained 

by one set of factors for all situations. Instead, depending on the situation, different factors become 

more or less important. Factors that lead to success in some context, may lead to failure in a different 

context. Balachandra & Friar (1997) examined over 60 articles in the literature of related fields to find 

out if there existed general agreement about factors leading to success or failure in product 

development. Up to 72 different factors were identified in literature and categorized, since there is no 

common measure of success, to provide a better understanding. The large number of factors that 

determine success were categorized into the four major categories; Market, Technology, Environment, 

and Organization. Balachandra & Friar (1997) argue that frameworks and models should take specific 

contextual variables for success into account, if not the model may lead to inaccurate conclusions. The 

variables include the nature of innovation, the nature of the market and the nature of the technology. 

Cooper & Kleinschmidt (2007) argue that to achieve an increased performance, the understanding 

of the factors that drive new product performance at the business unit level is vital. According to their 

study´s result a formal new product process, with the steps from idea to launch, does not affect the 

increase in performance. Instead they highlight a high-quality process built on three cornerstones of 

product performance that together strongly affect the performance measures. The three identified 

factors that drive performance are; 
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 A high-quality innovation process. 

 A defined innovation strategy. 

 Adequate resources to support both strategy and process. 

In their research they uncovered many factors driving success by studying 161 different 

businesses. The measures of performance are suggested to be on the two major dimensions, 

profitability and impact on the business, aiming to simplify the measurement and reporting of 

performance. To identify the factors of success or failure they use a framework consisting of the five 

blocks: Process, Organization, Strategy, Culture, and Commitment (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1996). 

Nine factors were found to be critical success factors in product development; A high-quality new 

product process, a defined new product strategy, adequate resources of people and money, R&D 

spending, high-quality new project teams, senior management commitment to new products, an 

innovative climate and culture, the use of cross-functional teams, and senior management 

accountability for new product results. The first four are considered the strongest drivers of 

performance (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 2007). 

Harmsen & Jensen, (2001) aimed in their research to find areas not covered by recent literature. 

They distinguished that the understanding of the role and importance of knowledge and skills 

embedded in individual employees, and values and norms in relation with New Product Development 

(NPD) success, were limited in the literature. They highlight the relation of knowledge and employee 

skills to success factors associated with the process, people and information, and point out that such 

success factors should not primarily cover technical and managerial systems. According to Harmsen 

and Jensen the understanding of the two areas will make identified success factors more manageable 

to companies. 

3.2.2 SUCCESS FACTORS OF SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 

In today´s technologically dynamic and market-driven environment the successful development of 

services is essential for the competiveness and continued growth for a company. It is critical to make 

the right decisions about the development of services because of the risks associated with service 

innovation; new services are very complex and must often be developed quickly to be successful (de 

Brentani, 1995). The main focus by researchers recently has primarily concerned innovation related to 

products, and much less attention has been put into the development of new services and their drivers 

of success (de Brentani, 1995) (Droege, Hildebrand, & Heras Forcada, 2009) (de Jong & Vermeulen, 

2003). One of the critical success factors for most service firms is the service innovation (de Jong & 

Vermeulen, 2003) (Menor & Roth, 2007). 

3.2.2.1 Framework of service development by Edgett 

Edgett (1994) identified several factors related to the success of new services, that he consider 

useful for managers in service industries to use in their service development analysis. New service 

development activities was examined at 88 different financial institutions and a total of 148 new 

service development projects, to identify the drivers of success and failure. The identified factors were 

grouped into an 11 category framework with a number of variables related to each category. The 11 

categories was Organizational, Resource allocation, Formalization, Preliminary assessment, Design 

testing, Market research, Market potential, Business/financial analysis, Project updates, Market 

synergy, and Launch effectiveness. It was concluded that the success of services is controllable and 

can directly be improved by the management. 
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 Several activities in each category of success were presented that affect the success of service 

development processes. In the Organizational category the recognized factors for successful new 

service development was related to the levels of interfunctional cooperation, highly qualified and 

motivated team members that are aware of the value of the project for the company. A strong visible 

senior management support and internal marketing to raise the awareness of the development project 

within the company was also crucial for the success (Edgett, 1994).  

In the Resource allocation category the identified success factors were; a sufficient allocation of 

resources in the development projects, adequate spending of time and effort on design and 

development of the service to ensure that customer requirements are fulfilled and that the service is 

debugged before launch, and enough resources in form of time, money and people for the market 

launch. It‘s pointed out that the reason to failure is mostly the absence of adequate resources and too 

many development projects performed at the same time, for the employees to be able perform their 

best (Edgett, 1994).  

 The identified success factors in the Formalization category were; development processes which 

became more formal as the project progressed, a strong idea-screening process, and a system to ensure 

the training and commitment of branch staff to sell the services (Edgett, 1994). 

The critical success factors in the Preliminary assessment and Design testing category were; the 

conduction of a market assessment early in the process, the development of a clear understanding who 

is the target market, the determination of the projects feasibility early in process, enough time funded 

to market and technical assessments to ensure expected outcome, and detailed testing of the service to 

ensure the intended functionality.  Successful new services involve these factors in early stages and a 

frequent performance of them throughout the development process (Edgett, 1994). 

 In the Market Research and Market potential categories the identified success factors were; the 

conduction of primary market research in early phase of the development process, the understanding, 

before conducting research, of what type of information is required, the development of clear objective 

measures before the start of research, and a firm understanding of the potential size of the market. 

When these stages are conducted poorly, often because of the lack of resources, it often results in a 

service that failed. To enable a successful new service and full understanding of customer‘s 

requirements, the market must be properly targeted and known by the company (Edgett, 1994). 

In the Business/financial analysis and Project update categories the identified characteristics of 

success were a clear understanding of desired objectives before business/financial analysis, the 

conduction of a realistic business/financial analysis, and the conduction of a review of numbers to 

determine the probability of achieving the objectives in the project (Edgett, 1994). 

New services have higher levels of market synergy than traditional to be successful. The success 

factors in the Market synergy category were a superior product, a good fit with existing image of the 

company, a strong understanding of customer wants and needs and how the purchase decision is made, 

a strong consumer need for the product, a high growth market, and branch efforts which are supportive 

of the service (Edgett, 1994). 

 In the Launch effectiveness category it´s pointed out that the launch plan must be included in the 

development process to result in a successful service. A well planned and coordinated launch effort, 

various communication materials ready and in place at launch, and the marketing aspects of the launch 

correctly targeted and backed up with sufficient resources are success factor in the Launch 

effectiveness category (Edgett, 1994). 
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3.2.2.2 Other success factors of service development 

De Brentani (1995) identified a set of 17 factors that are associated to service development success 

and failure. The factors are categorized into four groups of dimensions that should provide information 

and an important insight about new industrial service ventures. The factors were categorized into: 

Nature of service, Product-market characteristics, Project synergy, and New service development 

(NSD) proficiency. 

Further five scenarios were identified, where three of them represent successful new product 

development situations experienced by industrial service businesses, and the other two are failure 

scenarios.  The scenarios of success are; 

 “Customized, expert service”  

The employees must provide the customers with a customized and high quality service outcome. 

The development of services depends on high involvement and innovative environment. 

 ―Planned „pioneering‟ venture”  

The company has new revolutionary service ventures intended for attractive, high volume 

markets. 

 “Improved service experience‖  

The developers of the services must have a good understanding of the customers‘ requirements 

and give the sense of reliability and service quality. 

Menor & Roth (2007) dimension the NSD competence, based on success factors found in 

literature, into five factors that affect the service outcome. The factors are: NSD process focus, market 

acuity, NSD strategy, NSD culture, and IT experience.  

Gebauer, Friedli, & Fleisch (2006) found several success factors influencing the increase of 

service revenues in manufacturing companies. These factors were all successfully implemented at 

companies with high service revenue, contrasting the companies with low revenue from services. The 

understanding and monitoring of the identified factors will serve as guidance for managers to expand 

the revenues from services. The identified success factors were;  

 A market-oriented service development and a strong service development process. 

 Expanded service offerings. 

 Relationship marketing. 

 A defined service strategy. 

 A separate service organization with profit-and-loss responsibility, using performance 

measurement system that breaks down the service strategy at the employee level. 

 A service culture. 

De Jong & Vermeulen, (2003) determined that many service entrepreneurs lack the knowledge of 

the positive outcomes of a development process influenced by innovation success, and that managers 

concern NSD as an ad hoc process. To be successful in the development of new services, the 

innovation process must not be considered as ad hoc (de Brentani, 2001). Aiming to help managers to 

better organize new service development, they classified the organization of new service development 

into two evolutionary stages: the managing of key activities in the NSD process, and the creation of a 

climate for continuous innovation, shown in Figure 5. They identified 15 characteristics in the two 

stages that affect the development of services positively, some focused on the role of people and the 
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others on the structures in NSD. Service firms will, by understanding these characteristics, be able to 

manage their NSD projects more successfully and increase their competitiveness by being more 

innovative.  

 
Figure 5 – New service developments‟ evolutionary stages  

Lievens & van Riel, (2004) have explored innovation success factors, from a decision-making 

perspective, for high technology service industries. They argue that innovation success is related to the 

reduction of decision-making uncertainties by information acquisition, diffusion, and processing. The 

identified success factors are; Technological intelligence, The understanding of customer 

requirements, Information infrastructure especially including customer and technological information, 

Customer satisfaction with provided solutions, Differentiation and competitiveness, Market 

orientation, Fast and qualified service development process, Usage of competitive information only at 

strategic level, Informal communication and open culture, Internal and external relation and 

communication, Staff knowledge and education, and Maintain organizational knowledge.  

3.3 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

There is not an acknowledged definition of the term performance in the literature. Yet the terms 

efficiency and effectiveness are repetitive in different articles in the field (O´Donell & Duffy, 2002).  

Sink & Tuttle (1989) argue that effectiveness describes if the expected result are achieved, with the 

right quality. Similarly efficiency is described as performing things in the right way, often expressed 

as a ratio between the expected used resources and the outcome of used resources. Neely et al. (2005) 

claims that effectiveness measures to what extent the customer requirements are satisfied, and 

efficiency describes the utilization of the company‘s financial resources when providing a certain level 

of customer satisfaction. O‘Donnell & Duffy (2002) generalizes effectiveness as to which degree the 

predetermined goals are met. Efficiency is described as the relationship between the amount of used 

resources and what has been gained. Cedergren (2008) defines effectiveness as to what extent the 

output activities relate to the activity goals and efficiency as the ratio between output and input. 

Cedergren also use the term uncertainty to explain what needs to be added by the activity to reach the 

goal, i.e. the difference between the input and the goal. 

To stay competitive it is important with sustainable growth for a company. A key factor for this is 

development and innovation (IngenjörsVetenskapsAkademin, 2011). To ensure high performance 

product innovation processes, performance measurements are important. They make it possible to 

Stage 1: managing key activities 

People 

-Involvement of frontline-employees 

-Presence of product champions 

-Management support 

 

Structure 

-Funnel tools 

-Multifunctional teams 

-Availability of resources 

-Pre-launch testing 

-Market research and launch  

Stage 2: creating an innovative climate 

People 

-External contacts 

-Sharing information 

-Autonomy of employees 

 

Structure 

-Strategic focus 

-Training and education 

-Internal organizations and task rotation 

-Information technology  
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evaluate the performance and make improvements (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2013). High-level 

government established: 

World-class manufacturers recognize the importance of metrics in helping to define goals and 

performance expectations for the organization. They adopt or develop appropriate metrics to 

interpret and describe quantitatively the criteria used to measure the effectiveness of the 

manufacturing system and its many interrelated components (Foundation of Manufacturing 

Committee of the National Academy of Engineering - USA). 

 It is important to decide which performance measurements to adapt. This forces the management 

to agree on the priorities, which can reveal any hidden differences of opinion. Many organizations 

have a tendency to use a narrow focus in their performance measurement (Neely, o.a., 2000).  To 

overcome this problem a firm can adopt set of balanced measures. Because of the development from 

the industrial era, management has to set the balance between financial and operational measurements. 

The measurement system also affects the employees‘ behavior, which makes de decision of the 

specific measurements even more important (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

When the actual performance is measured the result needs to be evaluated. It is important to make 

sure to implement necessary improvements or changes, to ensure the measurements are not only a part 

of the management process (Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010). 

3.3.1 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORKS 

Organizations who implemented performance measurement systems as the basis for management 

perform better than the ones who did not (Lingle & Schiemann, 1996). Performance measurement 

systems should be able to identify the efficiency and effectiveness of actions, manage data and emit 

the common organization goals and vision. Kennerley and Neely established: 

It is necessary for organizations to implement an effective performance measurement system 

that enable informed decisions to be made and actions to be taken because it quantifies the 

efficiency and effectiveness of past actions through acquisition, collation, sorting, analysis, 

interpretation, and dissemination of appropriate data (Kennerley & Neely, 2002:145). 

Performance measurement frameworks can be either hierarchical or horizontal (Neely, o.a., 2000). 

Kennerley & Neely (2002) determines a number of key characteristics of performance measurement 

frameworks: 

1. The set of measures should give a balanced picture of the business. Both financial and 

non-financial measures, internal and external measures, and efficiency and effectiveness 

measures should be displayed. 

2. The framework should display a summary of the organization´s performance that is easy 

to understand. 

3. Measures needs to be done in every part of the organization that are important for its 

success. 

4. The framework should visualize comprehensiveness, to be able to determine if there is 

anything that needs to be added or paid more attention to. 

5. Measures should be integrated both across the functions and through the hierarchy of the 

organization. 

6. Results are made by drivers, and both of these need to be measured. 
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Measurements and their goals are created from the organizations view of the world and their view 

of success factor. Because the measurements are based on a view they can be incorrect. A framework 

translates the company´s strategy into measurements, but these should be reviewed to make sure they 

fill their purpose (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

3.3.1.1 The Balanced Scorecard 

The balanced scorecard is one of the most widely recognized performance measurement 

frameworks (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). Both ICT and AM base their performance measurement system 

in similarity to balance scorecard. The framework contains both financial and operational measures. 

Financial measures display the result of performed activities and operation measures are the cause of 

future financial performance. 

Many companies use to many performance measurements. The balanced scorecard makes it 

possible to focus on the ones that are critical. The framework keeps the number of measurements 

down by focusing on four perspectives of the business, trough answering four fundamental questions: 

 How do customers see us? (customer perspective) 

 What must we excel at? (internal perspective) 

 Can we continue to improve and create value? (innovation and learning perspective) 

 How do we look to shareholders? (financial perspective) 

Costumer perspective 

Focusing on customers demand is the main purpose for many companies. Therefor many 

managers prioritize customers‘ perspective. With the balanced scorecard the management are required 

to express the general customer service statement into measurements that are understandable for the 

customer, they need to see the performance of the company through the customers‘ eyes. Customers 

concerns can in general be divided into four categories: time, quality, performance and service, and 

cost. To meet these expectations companies should define goals for each category and translate them 

into specific measures (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

Internal perspective 

The internal perspective aims to clarify what the company has to measure internally to meet the 

customers‘ expectations. Examples of factors that impact customer satisfaction are cycle time, quality, 

employee skills and productivity. To ensure a future market leadership the company should also 

identify and measure their core competencies and the technologies needed to accomplish that.  

The goals and measurements of factors which impact customer satisfaction must be influenced by 

employees‘ actions. Employees‘ actions are a large part of the end result. To ensure a common strive, 

the overall vision and goals should permeate the entire organization. The management has to mediate 

them to every level of the organization. This ensures that employees have clear targets for actions, 

decisions and improvement activities. Information systems are important to help the management 

detective deviant measurements. The system should be able to identify the root problem to a late 

delivery for example (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 
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Innovation and learning perspective 

The innovation and learning perspective is important because of the constant changes in a 

company‘s environment. The changes force the company to constantly develop and innovate, to make 

sure to stay competitive and to be able to satisfy customer demands. To develop new products, 

improve operating efficiencies and create more value for costumers contributes to the company´s 

future value (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

Financial perspective 

The financial perspective contains traditional measurements like profitability, growth and 

shareholder value. The main purpose is to indicate if the company´s execution, implementation and 

strategy are contributing to the overall improvements. 

According to critics financial measurements are not necessary. They argue financial measurements 

have a backward-looking focus and do not reflect the actual value-creating actions. They also claim 

that the financial numbers should follow when making fundamental improvements.  

Others claim that financial numbers are important because the relationship between improved 

operating performance and financial success are uncertain and subtle. This makes financial 

measurements important for the organization´s total quality management program. Ideally companies 

should identify the complex linkage between operations and finance to get optimal financial 

measurements. This would mean they would have to specify how improvements in quality, cycle time, 

lead times, delivery and new product introduction result in higher market share, operating margins and 

asset turnover (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

3.3.2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

To maintain or improve the level of performance in product development a number of models has 

been designed. Performance within product development can be measured in two areas, design goals 

and design activity goals. Design goals aims to ensure the aspects of the design (functionally, form, 

behavior etc.) and design activity goals aims to ensure the activities in the process (time of 

development, cost of resources etc.). Both of them have to correspond to the overall performance goals 

in the organization to reach a common result (O´Donell & Duffy, 2002). 

According to O‘Donnell & Duffy (2002) activities are the foundation to create performance. 

Activities are the fundamental part of the process and they transform input to output. Management is 

involved in every activity, even the ones on cognitive level. This entails that management must ensure 

that the right metric is being used in performance measurements. 

Cedergren‘s (2008) model PDOPM, Product Development Organizational Performance Model, 

describes the product development process as a series of activities. These activities can be divided into 

three generic levels; Product Strategy, Project Management and Product Activities. With PDOMPM 

an organization can define effectiveness, efficiency and uncertainty for each activity in the different 

levels, which makes it possible for the management to discuss and analyze performance from the 

perspective of each level. Each activity is based on a model that Cedergren (2008) developed from a 

model of O‘Donnell & Duffy (2002), shown in Figure 6 (Cedergren, 2008, p 166). The fundamental 

parts of the model are input, output, resources and goal. Input describes the state of knowledge before 

carrying out the activity and output describes the end result. Resources refer to the resources that are 

needed to execute the activity, for example people involved, computer tools, materials, techniques. 

The goals should give guidance at crossroads when using resources to go from input to output and 

executing the activity. This model enables to determine effectiveness, efficiency and uncertainties. 
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Figure 6 – Cedergren´s model of activity 

 

3.3.3 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 

Performance measurements in service focused organizations are more challenging than in tangible 

focused organizations. Service organizations apply more often softer customer-based performance 

measurements than product organizations. When evaluating innovation it is also likely that they are 

less systematic than product organizations. 

To measure performance in service development, the organization needs to have a common 

definition of success. Then the organizations strategy can be established. The strategy affects which 

kind of performance measurement framework the organization applies. (Storey & Kelly, 2001) 

Storey & Kelly (2001) suggests that the service performance should be measured in a broad 

spectrum of financial, costumer and internal measures. They also argue there should be a mixture 

between hard and soft measures. 

One of the most discussed measurements in service is quality according to the customer. To get a 

clear understanding of quality in service the tree documented characteristics intangibility, 

heterogeneity and inseparability need to be acknowledged. Services are often intangible, which makes 

it hard in advance to measure, count, inventory and test them. The complexity of services increases 

because of their heterogeneity. They often differ from producer to producer, from customer to 

customer, and from day to day. (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985). Finally, services are complex 

because they are created and consumed at the same time, they are inseparable. 
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3.4 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 Indicators are the one of the basic elements of performance measurements systems (Mikušová & 

Janeĉková, 2010). Parmenter (2010) describes that performance measurements can be grouped in 

following four categories: 

1. Key result indicators (KRIs) tell you how you have done in a perspective or critical 

success factor. 

2. Result indicators (RIs) tell you what you have done. 

3. Performance indicators (PIs) tell you what to do. 

4. Key performance indicators (KPIs) tell you what to do to increase performance 

dramatically. 

The same indicator can mean different things at different companies, which makes it important to 

have a clear definition of them that everybody involved understands. By publishing written principles 

of the indicators the organization can ensure a common understanding of the employees. Indicators 

gives the employees´ signals of what is important in the company, and will therefor influence their 

behavior, which makes it significant that the indicators are linked to strategy of the organization 

(Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010). 

3.4.1 SYSTEMATIC DIVISION OF INDICATORS 

Indicators can be classified in different areas; some of these are described below. These areas are 

necessary to understand, to be able to make indicators a useful part of the valuation system (Mikušová 

& Janeĉková, 2010). 

3.4.1.1 Reproducibility of the Use 

Indicators can be divided into continual or discrete indicators in the area of reproducibility of use. 

Continual indicators can be measured infinitely divisible scale, e.g. time, money and weight. They are 

measured in advanced determined periods repeatedly. Discrete indicators are descriptive (e.g. primary, 

secondary and bachelor education), describe frequency of certain items (e.g. number of orders), and 

artificially determined evaluating scales (e.g. acceptable, exceptional). They are observed repeatedly at 

predetermined moments. When quantities are to be measured, discrete indicators can be more 

expensive to measure than casual indicators (Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010). 

3.4.1.2 Subject of Measurement 

Indicators can also be divided into hard and soft indicators. Hard indicators are linked to an 

organizations activity or directly to a customer. They are easy to measure and can often be expressed 

in terms of money, which soft indicators usually are not. A soft indicator is used to determine levels in 

an auditing way (Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010). 

3.4.1.3 Area of Measurement 

Indicators can be measured in four different areas: efficiency (economy), effectiveness, result and 

process. All of these should be measured in a quality system. 

An efficiency indicator declares the consumed resources in service delivery or product 

manufacturing. Effectiveness indicators observe the level of customer satisfaction of the result. 
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Indicators of the result display the output of the process, which are affected of performed activities 

during the process. They show how well the process satisfied the customer´s needs. Indicators of the 

process are internal and not visual for the customer. They state how the result was reached (Mikušová 

& Janeĉková, 2010). 

3.4.1.4 Leading and Lagging Indicators 

Simmons describes (as cited in Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010) leading and lagging indicators. 

Leading indicators aim to measure the furture performance and the future financial performance. 

Lagging indicators gives feedback to past performance. Experts claims that customer´s satizfaction is a 

lagging indicator of the satizfaction of employees´. 

3.4.1.5 Other classifications 

 Objective/subjective – can/cannot be measured and verified independently 

 Financial/nonfinancial – derive from or are directly connected/not connected to 

accounting 

 Complete/incomplete – capture/do not capture all relevant attributes of the success 

 Reacting/not reacting – individuals can/cannot influence the indicator 

 

3.4.2 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

KPIs represent a set of measures that are focused on the most critical characteristics of 

performance in an organization, both for current and future success. KPIs show the direction of a 

company´s further development and enable a radical increase of the performance. KPIs are the basic 

element of performance measurement system and an instrument for competitiveness (Parmenter, 

2010). The choice of key performance indicators and insurance of their mutual links depends on the 

company´s field of business and also in which phase of its development it occurs (Mikušová & 

Janeĉková, 2010). 

Parmenter (2010) identified seven characteristics of KPIs based on analysis and discussions in KPI 

workshops, covering most organization types in the public and private sectors: 

1. KPIs are nonfinancial measures. 

2. KPIs are measured frequently. 

3. KPIs are acted on by the CEO and senior management team. 

4. KPIs clearly indicate what action is required and all measures are understandable by the 

employees‘. 

5. KPIs are measures that tie responsibility down to a team. 

6. KPIs have a significant impact. 

7. KPIs encourage appropriate action and have a positive impact on performance. 

 

The frequency of monitoring KPIs should be 24/7, daily or weekly for some. They should give 

information of future actions to improve the business. It is also important that the measurements are 

used in a short period of time to ensure up-to-date information.  
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3.4.2.1 Foundation Stones for Implementing Key Performance Indicators 

Parmenter (2010) explained that change is successful depending on how it is introduced and 

implemented. To ensure a successful development and utilization of KPIs you should consider 

following four foundation stones: 

1. Partnership with the staff, unions, key suppliers, and key customers. 

2. Transfer of power to the front line. 

3. Measuring and reporting only what matters. 

4. Linkage of performance measures to strategy through the critical success factors. 

Partnership Foundation Stone 

To improve performance an organization needs to consider every part of the value chain and the 

relationship with their partners. This includes management, employees, representatives of local 

employees, unions, major customers, and major suppliers. 

A mutual understanding and acceptance by all involved in the value chain is critical to be able to 

make a change. They also need to understand how it should be implemented. That makes it important 

to communicate with them to ensure successful result of all partners in the value chain. Then you can 

establish KPIs that ensures a holistic success (Parmenter, 2010). 

Transfer of Power to the Front Line Foundation Stone 

To change an organization you need all employees to be involved, especially the ones at the 

operational front line. That makes it important to communicate both top-down and bottom-up. The 

goals and strategy of the organization should permeate the actions of employees´. They also need 

education and training of empowerment, KPIs, critical success factors and process improvement 

methods. The teams should be responsible to develop their own performance measurements and have 

the authority to take actions if there is a situation that impacts a KPI negatively (Parmenter, 2010). 

Measuring and Reporting Only What Matters Foundation Stone 

To make sure the measurement is used in an efficient way management should develop an 

integrated framework. This enables that the measurements results in action. Depending on the 

significance of the events, reports should be done in different frequencies; daily, weekly or monthly. 

The measures and reports should be linked to success factors and critical success factors. If the reports 

show negative measures it is necessary with complementary actions. The report system should be 

modern to ensure concise, timely, and focused on decision making. 

The CEO needs to make sure the information from the different parts of the organizations 

communicates to the people involved in the process (Parmenter, 2010). 

Linking Performance Measures to Strategy through the Critical Success Factors Foundation 

Stone 

A KPI is based on a performance measurement that is linked to the organization´s strategic 

objectives, more than one perspective of the balanced scorecard and one or several of the 

organization´s critical success factors. To be successful the organization needs to communicate its 

vision, mission, and values. To ensure that the management and employees work with them on a daily 

basis, they need to be defined. The organizations strategy also needs to be well-considered and well-

constructed to ensure success. The strategy should also be balanced and thereby linked to the 

perspectives of the balanced scorecard (Parmenter, 2010). 
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The linkage between mission, strategies, critical success factors, balanced scorecard perspectives 

and performance measurement are shown in Figure 7 (Parmenter, 2010, p 35). 

 

 

Figure 7 – The linkage between mission, strategies, critical success factors, balanced scorecard 

perspective and performance measurements 
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4 RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the interviews. The findings during the interviews were divided 

into different categories, by the authors, which are described in this chapter. The chapter contains the 

results of ICT, the results of AM, a ranking of importance of the different categories and the results of 

the KPI and performance measurements discussion. (The framework that was used to categorize the 

success factors is shown in Attachment 2, and a citation from the interviews of every mentioned 

category is shown to illustrate the interpretation of the categories. A clear description of every 

category, are shown in a report by Kellam (2004)) 

4.1 RESULTS OF ICT 

4.1.1 LEADERSHIP 

The results of the Leadership factors of ICT are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Result of the Leadership factors of ICT 

 

 
 

ICT 
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 Senior management clarification of strategic intent 60% 

Project leader's experience 0% 

Power delegated to the project leader 0% 

 

4.1.1.1 Senior management clarification of strategic intent 

60 % of the respondents of ICT mentioned Senior management clarification of strategic intent 

during the interviews. Several of the respondents of ICT discussed that to enable a change towards 

working with PSS a decision from top management is necessary. A respondent who is involved in 

ICT´s strategic work talked about that PSS is a topic of discussion today, and that there is a need for 

an urgent change in the company. 

The goals and vision also needs to be identified not only at management levels but also at lower 

levels of ICT. A respondent argues that this would ensure that the entire company would walk in the 

same direction. Today there is a lack of understanding between the product and service departments, 

and they are primary focused on their own development and do not fully understand each other‘s 

value. 

According to the respondents it is important with a mutual goal and vision to be able to implement 

PSS. To make this happen at ICT the management needs to make an explicit decision and 

communicate this to the entire organization. 

4.1.1.2 Project leader's experience 

No one of the respondents at ICT mentioned Project leader´s experience as a critical factor for 

PSS development. 
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4.1.1.3 Power delegated to the project leader 

None of the respondents at ICT talked about Power delegated to the project leader as a success 

factor of PSS. 

4.1.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

The results of the Organizational Culture factors of ICT are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Result of the Organizational Culture factors of ICT 
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Cultural Change 

Leveraging organizational culture 20% 

Cultural change management 80% 

Risk taking rewards and incentives 40% 

Teaming 

Teamwork culture 40% 

Internal communications mechanisms 60% 

Customer relationships 40% 

Ties between PD and suppliers 20% 

Innovation 
Motivating breakthrough ideas 60% 

Pursuit of organizational learning 60% 

 

4.1.2.1 Cultural Change 

80 % of the respondents at ICT mentioned Cultural change management as a success factor in the 

Cultural Change category. One respondent mentioned that to be able to implement PSS the business 

processes need to change, which involves the development processes. Today the focus is on 

developing products and services separately. Another respondent at ICT discussed the fact that there 

are difficulties with change at ICT, that it is difficult with change for people in general. To be able to 

make this change, the respondent talked about the necessary for a change in mindset, decision-making, 

development etcetera. 

A respondent discussed that the cultural change of PSS leads to shared responsibility of the same 

thing by different departments, and the problem that would cause. The respondent mentioned that 

antagonism would emerge, and that it will probably be necessary with a reorganization to avoid that. 

The differences between the culture of product and service development was discussed by one 

respondent. The time of development of a product platform can be several years while the 

development time of services are shorter, just as the life cycle time. 

4.1.2.2 Teaming 

The factor Internal communication mechanism was discussed by 60 % and the factor Teamwork 

culture was discussed by 40 % at ICT in the category Teaming. A respondent mentioned that it is vital 

that the departments talk to each other, and that there is a willingness to collaborate. Another 

respondent talked about the importance of a win-win situation between the departments to ensure there 

is no internal competition, so that everybody feels like they are a vital part of this offered solution. 
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40 % of the respondents at ICT mentioned the importance of Customer relationships. To be able 

to develop a solution for the customer one respondent discussed the need to have employees that work 

close with the customer and that they develop this solution together. This would give a product-

service-customer solution. A respondent discussed that there is no actual guidelines or systems to 

transfer information from the departments closest to the customers to the development teams, which is 

needed to develop the solution together with the customer. 

A respondent talked about the fact that ICT cannot do this by themselves, they need to collaborate 

with other companies to offer a total solution to the customers. They need partners to build an 

ecosystem which involves Ties between PD and suppliers. 

4.1.2.3 Innovation 

Both factors of Innovation; Motivating breakthrough ideas and Pursuit of organizational learning, 

were discussed by a 60 % of the respondents at ICT. A respondent suggested that to learn how to deal 

with an integrated development they should try small projects at first and learn from those experiences 

before implementing PSS on a larger scale. Another respondent suggested that ICT should do a pilot 

PSS development and then document all the aspects, like difficulties, customer contact, delivery 

etcetera, and then learn from these experiences. The respondent earlier worked with pilot project 

related to other kind of projects, and experienced that it was a good way of learning by doing to be 

able to develop future projects. A problem the respondent mentioned with this was that ICT is a global 

company which makes it harder to gather and communicate the information. 

One of the respondents mentioned that to enable integrated development there have to be a 

tolerance for mistakes, because there will be failure when developing this kind of projects. 

4.1.3 HUMAN RESOURCES 

The results of the Human Resources factors of ICT are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 - Result of the Human Resources factors of ICT 
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Project core competency 100% 

Multi-disciplinary staffing 80% 

Training and education 60% 

Work environment 20% 

 

4.1.3.1 Project core competency 

Every respondent mentioned Project core competency as a success factor at ICT. Today there is a 

lack of knowledge of integrated product and service development at ICT according to several 

respondents. They suggested that you can hire or employ people that have knowledge and experience 

in this area. A respondent at ICT mentioned that to be able to implement PSS you need resources to 

build competence in advance. Today there are not enough resources for the service departments to 

build competence. To get the view, knowledge and inputs about the customer there is a need for more 

communication between developers and the departments closest to the customer. 
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To implement PSS the respondents at ICT talked about the need for cross-functional teams to 

make sure all aspects of the solution are considered. Multi-disciplinary staffing was discussed by 80 % 

of the respondents. When ICT in the past has made a major transition towards new areas, the 

management put people with different knowledge together to solve the major problems. A respondent 

said that a management decision is necessary to make this happen on a large scale.  

A problem that the respondents talked about is the absence of a business model to distribute the 

financial parts of an integrated product and service. This need to be corrected to ensure that there is no 

competitiveness between the departments in cross-functional work. They claimed there is a possibility 

that people in cross-functional teams would counteract each other to ensure that their own departments 

get a good result. 

To reorganize and work cross-functional one respondent suggested that ICT should try this in 

smaller projects at first, and then use the experience and knowledge to do a wide implementation of 

cross-functional teams. 

4.1.3.2 Training and education  

60 % of the respondents at ICT mentioned Training and education during the interviews. A 

respondent talked about the absence of knowledge of PSS at ICT. This could be added by external 

people with experience and with training and education of the employees. The respondent also 

mentioned that the regions and sales departments do not have any knowledge of how to handle an 

integrated product. 

4.1.3.3 Work environment 

The one respondent that mentioned the Work environment talked about the importance of the 

utilization rate of resources and employees. To make sure that the resources are not too stressed or 

unutilized you need routines and systems to manage this. 

4.1.4 INFORMATION 

The results of the Information factors of ICT are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 - Result of the Information factors of ICT 
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 Infrastructure and tools 

Investments in PD methods, tools, and databases 60% 

Reuse of physical and design assets 40% 

Knowledge management system 40% 

Information Analysis 

Use of data 20% 

Customer satisfaction data 100% 

Use of project performance metrics 20% 

Risk management 60% 
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4.1.4.1 Infrastructure and tools 

60 % of the respondents at ICT mentioned Investments in PD methods, tools, and databases as a 

success factor. One respondent at ICT mentioned that it is important to make knowledge assets 

available for all sales regions. The regions have different levels of knowledge; some regions do not 

have the competence that other regions manage. The company needs investments in tools, systems and 

methods to enable an efficient knowledge sharing between the different regions and the different parts 

of the value-chain. The access of such tools will enable the documentation and sharing of existing 

information and knowledge in the company, to utilize and learn from each other‘s experiences from 

previous projects. 

The Knowledge management system was mentioned by 40 % of the respondents. Today there is no 

effective sharing of information and knowledge between the different departments and regions in the 

organization, according to the respondent. With the right tools, systems and databases the competence 

and experience from people in all parts of the company can be used and contribute to its development. 

It is important to see the advantage of exploiting all competence in this area among the employees, to 

help the company reach a successful PSS.  

40 % of the respondents at ICT mentioned that it is important to utilize already existing resources 

when implementing PSS. One respondent suggested that to ease the transformation, when 

implementing PSS, the company should base the development of already existing platforms and 

available resources. 

4.1.4.2 Information Analysis 

All respondents at ICT highlighted the importance of the communication and feedback from the 

customer, and that a key factor is to understand the customers‘ perspective of value. It is important to 

understand what problems the customer wants to be solved, what settings the offered products will be 

used in, and how the combination of products and services together could maximize the customer‘s 

satisfaction and perception of product value. Therefore the communication and feedback with the 

customer is crucial to enable a development of products from a customer perception. The feedback 

given to people working close to the customer is essential and such information should be 

communicated all the way to the development departments, to focus on during the development 

process. According to a respondent the communication of customers feedback and the full 

understanding of the usage of the offered products is lacking among employees that do not have direct 

contact with the customers.   

20% of the respondents discussed the Use of data, and Use of project performance metrics. The 

usage of relevant data can have a significant effect on the development and delivery of the product. 

One respondent pointed out that there is a lot of information and knowledge in the organization that 

the project leaders could take advantage of to improve the development of products. Especially the 

knowledge from the service and sales departments will be crucial in the implementation of PSS. 

According to several respondents, the development departments are not taking advantage of the 

information collected from the employees that really understand the market and customer needs. The 

development departments could get the understanding of the actual environment their products will be 

used in, if taking fully advantage of existing data. This connection to reality does not exist today in all 

of the development departments, but is essential for successful integrated products according to a 

respondent. 
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60% of the respondents at ICT discussed Risk management during the interviews. The respondents 

identified a number of uncertainties and risks associated with the implementation of PSS, and 

explained that it will be important for companies to identify them early in the process to succeed. PSS 

is something new and unfamiliar to people at ICT and their partners, which raises many uncertainties 

and risks. One respondent mentions that innovative ideas will be essential to achieve PSS, and 

innovation is always associated with a risk, which makes it more important to analyze and identify 

risks. Another respondent mentioned that one uncertainty was revenues related to services. A product 

is safe because you get paid instantly, while services are repayable over a longer time and it is very 

difficult to predict what revenue services will contribute. Being able to see the refund is something 

that is important to the managers, who do not dare to invest in this fully because of the associated 

uncertainties. The respondents explained that many people feel insecure of this transformation because 

it is a completely foreign territory for many, but the willing for a change will grow with the 

identification of the risks. 

4.1.5 PRODUCT STRATEGY 

The results of the Product Strategy factors of ICT are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 - Result of the Product Strategy factors of ICT 
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Strategic Objectives (Market 

Analysis) 

Product positioning 100% 

Portfolio of product opportunities 60% 

Project linkage to corporate objectives 20% 

Core concept. 

Concept development 20% 

Product architecture 60% 

Product functional content 80% 

Product end-of-Iife (EOl) 0% 

Revenue Planning 
Knowledge of market potential 100% 

Product pricing 40% 

Technology 
Forecasting technology 20% 

Technology readiness 0% 

Functional Strategies 
Make-buy decisions 0% 

Product service processes 60% 

 

4.1.5.1 Strategic Objectives (Market Analysis) 

The factor Product positioning was discussed by all respondents at ICT when talking about 

Strategic objectives. All respondents mentioned PSS as a key factor for competitiveness in the future, 

and were convinced that a transformation towards PSS would benefit the company.   

Several respondents mentioned that ICT must succeed better than the competitors and the 

respondents are all aware of the hard competition in the market. One respondent argued that ICT must 

offer a product that can deliver lots of different services, and not be associated with traditional 
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purchase of hardware. This must be done in a large scale in order to penetrate the market and to get 

good revenues. 

20 % of the respondents also talked about Project linkage to corporate objectives, and discussed 

that it will be vital with objectives targeted to serve as a control parameter for the development 

projects. One respondent mentioned that these objectives have to be broad and not focused on specific 

areas, and pointed out that this will be a challenge for the management. It will be vital to set targets, 

already from the start of a development project, that an integrated product will be developed together 

by the different departments.    

4.1.5.2 Core concept 

Product functional content was mentioned as a key factor by 80 % of the respondents, and 

Product architecture by 60 % of the respondents at ICT when discussing Core concept. Several 

respondents pointed out that ICT must ensure to offer solutions better than the ordinary products, and 

to ensure that competitors will not be able to copy them. ICT must make sure to deliver attractive and 

unique products based on a customer perspective. This could be achieved by a common understanding 

of the customers‘ requirements and what value the product will provide to the customer, according to a 

respondent. To succeed the departments must realize the necessity of offering products that differ from 

the products already offered in the company today. 

One respondent discussed the importance of a long term mindset in the development of the 

integrated products. In order to succeed, the service departments cannot continue to deliver products 

only on a short-term basis.  

4.1.5.3 Revenue Planning 

The knowledge of market potential was a factor mentioned by all respondents at ICT when 

discussing Revenue planning. All respondents discussed the importance of the understanding and 

knowledge of the market. The first step is to identify if there is a market for integrated solutions and 

what the market wants, according to a respondent. Another respondent mentioned that PSS will be 

more common among the industries. The company needs to be more responsive to the market in their 

product development and start the implementation of PSS to compete in the market in the future. One 

respondent points out  that it is necessary to understand that future products must be flexible to be able 

to compete on the market, and that the products must be customized to match the market environment. 

The company lacks this holistic view at the beginning of the development process today, according to 

the respondent.  

All respondents claim that the implementation of PSS and offering of integrated products will be a 

huge advantage on the market, and soon a requirement by customers. It is also important to keep up 

with the competitors in the development of PSS. 

4.1.5.4 Technology 

One respondent at ICT, which is involved in the strategy development, talked about the 

technological leadership as a critical success factor. Contrariwise a respondent more involved in 

development projects in the company mentioned that the technological performance and complexity 

probably will not be the first priority in future requirements from the customers. Instead the priority 

will be the offered total solution. 
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4.1.5.5 Functional Strategies 

Product service processes was mentioned as a key factor by 60 % of the respondents at ICT, when 

discussing Functional strategies. Several respondents mentioned the service process as crucial for 

success. Future development processes must learn from services way of working close to the 

customer, according to a respondent. The involvement of services must take place in the beginning of 

the development process, already from the planning phase in the process. This must be concluded in 

the declaration of the requirements to be successful, according to several respondents. The increased 

involvement of services in the development processes will enable the development of total solutions 

that fulfill customer needs.  

Several respondents claim that it will be vital with a balanced allocation between resources at the 

services and product departments, which are unbalanced today. 

4.1.6 PROJECT EXECUTION 

The results of the Project Execution factors of ICT are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 - Result of the Project Execution factors of ICT 
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Development Process 80% 

Responsibilities of team members 60% 

Development 
Prototype plan 0% 

Product attributes and their values 20% 

Milestones and Metrics 
Team productivity 0% 

Project financial goals 20% 

Schedule Integrity 

Project delays 0% 

Time to Market 40% 

Concurrent development 60% 

Internal task coordination 60% 

Social Responsibilities 0% 

 

4.1.6.1 Development Process 

Development Process was the topic most discussed at ICT, by 80 % of the respondents, in the 

category Project Execution. A respondent argued that the processes used today needs to change. 

Today it is a focus on selling products or services, mostly separated. The respondent described the 

processes of ICT as working machines. These machines are made for doing things in a certain way, 

and if that would change the machine would not work. Instead the respondent suggested that the 

processes need to be remade to fit the PSS. 

A respondent argued that to be able to develop PSS and implement the new processes, ICT first of 

all needs to determine the requirements of the processes and communicate a common definition of 

products and services throughout the organization. A respondent mentioned that not only the 

development processes but also the business processes needs to be defined and adapted to PSS. 
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Another respondent also claimed that it is necessary with new development processes. All actors in the 

value chain needs to change their view of the development. 

A respondent mentioned the importance of changed processes to be able to involve services in the 

development at an earlier stage. Other departments as sales and delivery organizations should also be 

involved in an early stage of the development according to the respondent. 

4.1.6.2 Responsibilities of team members  

Responsibilities of team members were discussed by 60 % of the respondents at ICT. One 

respondent discussed the future need of integrated products and services. To be able to do this the 

responsibilities of the development, integration and delivery need to be defined. Today there is no 

such clarification of responsibilities, which complicates the development. 

A respondent discussed the fact that to be able to implement PSS there is a need for people with 

self-motivator. It is also important with a willingness to collaborate between departments. 

4.1.6.3 Development 

One of the respondents at ICT mentioned Product attributes and their value as a main factor of 

Development. The respondent discussed that it is important that all partners in the value chain are 

involved to be able to develop a solution that matches the customers‘ expectations.  

4.1.6.4 Milestones and Metrics 

A respondent at ICT talked about Project financial goals during the interview. The respondent 

mentioned that when you are determining the new goals for the departments concerning the 

implementation of PSS, ICT have to consider that there will be a few years before there will be any 

profits. 

4.1.6.5 Schedule Integrity 

The most discussed factor, by 60 %, of Schedule integrity at ICT was Concurrent development and 

Internal task coordination. A respondent talked about the importance to counter sub-optimization at 

Cross-functional projects. It is important to make sure that all the participations of the Cross-

functional work feel like they have earned something by being involved in the project according to 

another respondent. Another respondent mentioned that one of the difficulties when developing an 

integrated product and service is that today there is a physical distance between the ones that develops 

the products and the ones that develops the services. 

The area of Time to Market was discussed by 40 % of the respondents at ICT. Some of them 

mentioned that there is a large difference in the time of development between products and services, 

and that this needs to be considered at integration. 

4.1.6.6 Social Responsibilities  

None of the respondents at ICT discussed Social responsibilities during the interviews. 
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4.1.7 PRODUCT DELIVERY 

The results of the Product Delivery factors of ICT are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 - Result of the Product Delivery factors of ICT 
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 Release to manufacturing ramp-up 0% 

Transition to sales 40 % 

Organizational readiness for sales 60 % 

Service and Support (S&S) complexity 60 % 

4.1.7.1 Release to manufacturing ramp-up 

None of the respondents at ICT mentioned Release to manufacturing ramp-up. 

4.1.7.2 Transition to sales 

To sell this PSS solution, 40 % of the respondents at ICT talked about the importance of involving 

the sales organization in the development process. To identify what to do, how to do it, how to market 

and sell this solution it is important to get a smooth transition to sales. 

According to a respondent, today the grade of communication and collaboration with the sales 

organizations is dependent on which product is being developed. If the product is going to be 

integrated in an environment with other products the collaboration and communication with service 

organizations are better. 

The same respondent mentioned that there is no system to bring information from the regions to 

the developers. If there was such a system it would be easier to involve the delivery and service 

aspects of the product in the development. 

4.1.7.3 Organizational readiness for sales 

60 % of the respondents at ICT mentioned Organizational readiness for sales as a success factor. 

They claim that is it important to involve all departments to be able to develop PSS. This includes the 

regions and sales departments. ICT needs to educate, communicate and interact with the sales 

organizations to ensure customer satisfaction and a successful PSS development. A respondent stated 

that new knowledge is necessary since it is a totally different thing to sell and market a total solution 

instead of a product with ad on services. 

The transition for the sales departments to sell a total solution instead of a product or service is an 

obstacle, since the transition at the company in the past from selling only products to selling both 

services and products was a difficulty according to a respondent. The respondent think there will be a 

major challenge to convince the sales departments that they should sell this to their customers. 

Another respondent, on the other hand, talked about the fact that the customers already expect a 

total solution from the sales departments, and that they solve this without help from the rest of the 

organization. This is not visible for the customer, but it takes a lot of effort and causes extra expenses 

for ICT. If the company would include the sales organizations in the development these problems 

would be minimized and customer satisfaction would increase. The respondent discussed that it is 

important to communicate with the regions to be able to simplify the transition at sales and delivery. 
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4.1.7.4 Service and Support (S&S) complexity 

Service and Support (S&S) complexity was mentioned by 60 % of the respondents at ICT during 

the interviews. A respondent mentioned that it is important to identify the environment around the 

product, if it needs to be integrated with other products at the scene, to be able to deliver, install and 

service the product in the best way. When developing the product it is important with communication 

and collaboration with the service and support organizations to ensure a good serviceability and 

supportability. 

Another respondent mentioned that since the PSS solution is different, ICT needs new knowledge 

in service and support to be able to maintain the solution.  

4.1.8 RESULTS 

The results of the Results factors of ICT are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 - Result of the Results factors of ICT 
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Results 

Project IRR and NPV 60% 

Product volumes 40% 

Product revenues 40% 

Product cost 40% 

Product SG&A 40% 

Product's market share in revenue 20% 

Project Customer 

Satisfaction and 

Loyalty Results 

Customer loyalty 0% 

Satisfaction with price for value 40% 

Satisfaction with product functionality and performance 40% 

Satisfaction with service and support capabilities 40% 

Organizational 

Effectiveness 

Results 

Strategic Intent 100% 

Development cycle time and slip rate 0% 

Development budget 0% 

Partner satisfaction and loyalty 20% 

Project team morale 20% 

Productivity 0% 

Contribution to knowledge assets 40% 

Product Results 

Product Functions and Performance versus specifications 20% 

Patents and industry awards 0% 

Core technology newness 0% 

Platforming extent 0% 

Manufacturing Complexity 0% 

Sales and service Complexity 40% 

Project 

Benchmarking Benchmarks 0% 
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4.1.8.1 Project Financial and Market Results 

The most discussed factor among respondents at ICT when discussing the Project financial and 

market result category was Project Internal Rate of Return and Net Present Value, which was 

mentioned by 60 %. Several respondents pointed out that the management has uncertainties with 

investments in services, because it is difficult to calculate the revenues of services unlike products. It 

may take several years after the purchase before the revenues of the services are received, and the 

management must be aware of that according to several respondents. They have to dare taking the 

losses at the beginning of the transformation to ensure a profit. In the long run services will enable 

better profits, margins and market share than hardware.  

4.1.8.2 Project Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty Results 

The satisfaction with price for value, product functionality and performance and service and 

support capabilities was mentioned by 40 % of the respondents as critical factors at ICT, when talking 

about Project customer satisfaction and loyalty results. The customer satisfaction of the offer is 

essential according to all respondents and the customer should be the center of the development 

process of a PSS. The products must be developed with a customer perspective to be successful and 

ensure customer satisfaction. It was mentioned by a respondent that the company must keep measuring 

performance in areas that they already do, like customer satisfaction. The respondents also mentioned 

that they must ensure that the customer is satisfied with the price of the integrated products and do not 

feel that it is more valuable to buy only the hardware. 

4.1.8.3 Organizational Effectiveness Results 

All respondents at ICT mentioned Strategic intent as a critical factor when discussing 

Organizational effectiveness results. All respondents believe that the implementation of PSS will 

contribute to the company´s competitiveness and success.  

One respondent also mentioned the importance of the involvement and satisfaction of all 

stakeholders and partners to deliver a total solution to the customer.   

40 % of the respondent also talked about the importance to seize and share all knowledge assets 

from previous projects to progress in future development.  

4.1.8.4 Product Results 

Sales and service complexity was mentioned by 40 % of the respondents at ICT as a critical factor 

when discussing Product results. Several respondents mentioned that services and sales, and models 

that support this type of system, must be more advanced when offering PSS than it is today to succeed.  

One respondent also mentioned that the developed functions and performance of the offer must 

fulfill the given specifications. 

4.1.8.5 Project Benchmarking 

None of the respondent at ICT mentioned Project benchmarking as a critical factor for success in 

PSS. 
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4.1.9 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF PSS 

The absence of KPIs supporting a successive implementation of PSS in the company was a 

common statement among the respondents when discussing the measurement system. The products 

and services cannot be measured separately and have diverse indicators in successful PSS. A major 

obstacle that was mentioned by the respondents at ICT was the sub-optimization and financial 

principles of the company. 

The current incentive models do not support PSS because the focus is on the performance of the 

individual departments, and not on generating value to the entire company. It is not of interest to 

contribute to other departments‘ success because of to the suboptimal KPIs, which is a major obstacle 

in the transformation towards PSS according to the respondents. To succeed in PSS, it is essential with 

KPIs that are focused on the success of the entire company and measure the integrity.  

One respondent claim that new indicators have to be initiated that concerns both the services and 

the products parts of a PSS solution. The indicators must enable the measurement of the profitability 

of the PSS solution. To enable this type of measurements there is a need for a joint business ownership 

and a share of profit and loss by the different departments. The respondent suggested internal trade or 

softer indicators as a solution.  

One respondent acknowledged that there has been earlier tries in initiating projects influenced by 

PSS, but the absence of indicators enabling the holistic measures led the projects to failure. The 

respondent considers that there is awareness of this problem in the company, but there is no initiative 

to implement this sort of KPIs by management today. The respondent believes that without the intend 

to make this change, the transformation towards PSS will be challenged.   

One respondent pointed out that some of the traditional KPIs, as measures related to customer 

satisfaction, will still be important in a PSS. 
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4.2 RESULTS OF AM 

4.2.1 LEADERSHIP 

The results of the Leadership factors of AM are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9 - Result of the Leadership factors of AM 
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 Senior management clarification of strategic intent 100% 

Project leader's experience 38% 

Power delegated to the project leader 63% 

 

4.2.1.1 Senior management clarification of strategic intent 

At AM all of the respondents mentioned Senior management clarification of strategic intent. They 

claimed that a vital step towards implementing PSS is a management decision. Common goals to walk 

in this direction are needed, and these goals need to be expressed in every level of the company. 

According to a respondent the goals are today mostly expressed in a financial perspective at the 

different departments, and they need to be formulated in a different way to be able to implement PSS 

successfully. 

The respondents also talked about that the main goals at AM pushes the employees to focus on the 

goals that benefit their own department, to ensure their own success. They claimed that the 

management needs to declare goals that lead the company towards a more common view of success. It 

is the management‘s responsibility to ensure that everybody works in the same direction to have a 

successful PSS development. Today the communication from top management and down is 

incomplete, the important information changes along the way in the organization. 

A respondent mentioned that since it is such a large transformation the decision needs to be a 

management decision that is clearly defined. To be able to get the company to work in this direction 

the entire management needs to be involved and not only the ones responsible for the services. 

A respondent thinks that it is important that AM makes a decision towards PSS in the next year to 

be able to compete with their competitors that already offer PSS solutions. 

4.2.1.2 Project leader's experience 

38 % of the respondents at AM talked about the importance of Project leader´s experience. 

Because AM does not work with integrated product and service development today a respondent 

suggested that AM should hire external people with experience and knowledge of working with this 

integration. The respondent also suggested that it is necessary with people that have another way of 

thinking than the usual developer at AM, to be able to think beyond machines. Another respondent 

suggested that the management should learn from other companies that have done the same journey, 

since AM have been focused on hardware and need new knowledge to lead this kind of development. 

To be able to develop PSS the project leader has to have expertise in both the product area and the 

service area. 
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4.2.1.3 Power delegated to the project leader 

63 % of the respondents at AM discussed the importance of Power delegated to the project leader. 

To implement PSS the leaders needs to communicate the goals and make sure that the employees are 

committed to the change according to a respondent. 

A respondent at AM thinks that it is necessary with a change in governance to be able to 

implement PSS. AM needs to identify who should have the responsibility in cross-functional matters. 

Today the decisions are made in councils, many people are involved which makes it hard to find one 

person that is responsible. Since there are a lot of people that need to agree, the decision-making is a 

long and complicated process. The respondent think it would be better if there would be people with 

specific responsibilities to make the decision-making less complicated. Without distinct governance 

there will not be a step towards implementing PSS, and according to several respondents the 

governance is something that needs to be improved.  

4.2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

The results of the Organizational Culture factors of AM are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10 - Result of the Organizational Culture factors of AM 
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Cultural Change 

Leveraging organizational culture 63% 

Cultural change management 63% 

Risk taking rewards and incentives 25% 

Teaming 

Teamwork culture 63% 

Internal communications mechanisms 88% 

Customer relationships 88% 

Ties between PD and suppliers 13% 

Innovation 
Motivating breakthrough ideas 50% 

Pursuit of organizational learning 13% 

 

4.2.2.1 Cultural Change 

The factors Leveraging organizational culture and Cultural change management were discussed 

by 63 % of the respondents at AM when talking about Cultural Change. A respondent mentioned that 

the most challenging part of this change is the internal mindset of the organization and employees. The 

employees have to be motivated to work in this direction and relearn their way of developing and 

selling products. To enable this, the respondent mentioned that it is necessary with changed processes 

too. The processes need to reward activities that develop PSS. There have to be more tolerance to risks 

and failure. Another respondent also discussed the need for change in internal mindset in the 

processes. The processes used today are suited for developing products and services separately, and 

the respondent discussed that the separation has been necessary in the past to get a focus on services. 

But to make the change towards integrated development different processes needs to be developed.  
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Another respondent at AM discussed that there has to be a significant change at the company to 

work with PSS, but that it is important to maintain and implement the company´s core value. One of 

the problems discussed was that AM has a long list of demands at the development processes, but at 

the same time they want to keep the development time as short as possible. Because of this 

contradiction there is a problem with adding new things at the development, because the verification 

takes longer time when new things are added. 

According to a respondent a total change of the organizations culture is necessary to be able to 

integrate products and services. It is also important that the management gives a clear signal that this is 

the way AM are going to work in the future. 

25 % of the respondents at AM discussed Risk taking rewards and incentives. There also has to be 

an acceptance towards losses and failure in the beginning before PSSs will generate revenues. 

4.2.2.2 Teaming 

The factors Internal communication mechanism and Customer relationship were discussed by 88 

% of the respondents at AM when talking about the area of Teaming. A respondent mentioned that it is 

important with an involved customer to be able to get direct feedback and another respondent talked 

about the importance of interaction with their customers to ensure their total satisfaction. It was also 

mentioned that the development has been based on the needs of the dealers and not of the needs of the 

end customer. 

Some respondents talked about the importance of internal communication. To develop a solution 

there is a need for cross-functional communication to be able to develop something that involves all 

departments. Teamwork culture was discussed by 63 % of the respondents. They mentioned that it is 

vital that the understanding of PSS is shared by everybody at the company and that the vision is 

communicated. To get a mutual understanding one respondent suggested that the portfolio of services 

and its value needs to be internally communicated within AM to get everybody to understand that this 

is a significant part of the company. 

A respondent mentioned the category Ties between PD and supplier, and discussed that every part 

of the value chain needs to be involved at the development process to get a win-win situation. This 

involves the suppliers, dealers and customers.  The importance of choosing the right strategic partners, 

because AM cannot develop PSS by themselves, was discussed by one respondent. 

4.2.2.3 Innovation 

Motivating breakthrough ideas was discussed by 50 % of the respondents at AM in the category 

Innovation. A respondent argued that AM is not innovative today; there are a lot of creative employees 

and great ideas, but there are very few new innovative offers to the market. Another respondent 

mentioned that there is a need for people with a driving force and a wide thinking to be able to develop 

these kinds of total solutions. 

A respondent mentioned the factor Pursuit of organizational learning, and talked about that it will 

take time to learn how to work with this process, and there will be ups and downs before a stable 

process is reached. The respondent also talked about the importance of learning from mistakes during 

this journey. 
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4.2.3 HUMAN RESOURCES 

The results of the Human Resources factors of AM are shown in Table 11. 

Table 11 - Result of the Human Resources factors of AM 
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Project core competency 100% 

Multi-disciplinary staffing 100% 

Training and education 63% 

Work environment 13% 

4.2.3.1 Project core competency 

Every respondent at AM mentioned Project core competency as a success factor. Many of the 

respondents mentioned that there is an imbalance of resources between the product and service 

departments. Because AM is a traditional manufacturing company, product development are still the 

most favored department. AM primarily needs to assign more resources and competence to service 

development. A respondent claims that they need employees with a solution focus instead of a 

machine focus. They also need people with knowledge of integrated development. A respondent 

suggest that AM needs input from external people with this kind of knowledge, because they are too 

focused on machines.  

4.2.3.2 Multi-disciplinary staffing 

All of the respondents at AM mentioned the importance of Multi-disciplinary staffing and cross-

functional collaboration to develop PSS. The development needs input from all areas of the value 

chain. To make this happen information needs to be transferred between areas, and who is responsible 

for different issues has to be clarified. Some respondents mentioned that it is a lack of processes that 

supports cross-functional work. 

One respondent mentioned that to be able to work cross-functional the management at AM needs 

to ensure a mutual understanding of the importance of service. They need to promote service 

internally. Some respondents experience that there is no knowledge of the service portfolio at the 

product departments. 

4.2.3.3 Training and education  

To work with PSS development process it is important with education and training according to 

63% of the respondents at AM. As described in the part of Project core competency¸ some suggest that 

external people with experience and knowledge in cross-functional development should be hired. 

Some respondents mentioned that it is important to educate and train their dealers. 
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4.2.3.4 Work environment 

At AM one respondent talked about the importance of employee satisfaction in the area of Work 

Environment. People choose to work at AM because they feel they have a chance to make something 

important and feel appreciated, and that this was a great part of the company culture. 

4.2.4 INFORMATION 

The results of the Leadership factors of AM are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12 - Result of the Information factors of AM 
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Investments in PD methods, tools, and databases 38% 

Reuse of physical and design assets 13% 

Knowledge management system 100% 

Information Analysis 

Use of data 63% 

Customer satisfaction data 88% 

Use of project performance metrics 38% 

Risk management 63% 

4.2.4.1 Infrastructure and tools 

Every respondent at AM mentioned Knowledge management system, as a success factor of PSS 

development. Several respondents at AM also mentioned the importance of the customer perspective 

throughout the development process. Respondents pointed out that AM today have a problematic 

system regarding customer perspective. Today the development of some departments is primarily 

focused on the hardware and the feedback concerning errors of existing products instead of the 

development of new nonexistent products. Employees working at the end of the value-chain have a lot 

of information about the customer that is not communicated to the development departments.  

An investment in PD methods, tools, and databases was mentioned by 38 % of the respondents. 

They talked about that different methods and tools would enable a gathering of customer 

requirements, much more valuable for the development of new products. Today there are no common 

tools at the departments to communicate information about customer needs, according to one 

respondent. The respondents emphasize the importance of the interaction and observing of the 

customers to be able to understand the tangible customer needs. 

Another respondent mentioned that it will be vital with an infrastructure, structured databases and 

tools to do analysis‘s that support the development and delivery of integrated products. The 

development and delivery of services is relied on information which makes structured systems and 

tools significant to facilitate such information. The respondent claims that there is already enough 

information available in the company, but the missing of adequate tools limits the usage of the 

information.  

One respondent at AM mentioned the Reuse of physical and design assets. The respondent argued 

about that a key factor for succeeding with the implementation of PSS is to take advantage of existing 

resources in the company and preserve and communicate the current competence. It is very important 
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to base the transformation towards PSS on present development processes and rely on the company´s 

existing strengths, to ensure a successful integration.   

4.2.4.2 Information Analysis 

88 % of the respondents at AM mentioned the Customer satisfaction data as a key factor. The 

importance of the involvement of a customer perspective in the development process is mentioned as a 

key factor by all respondents. This makes the use of customer data and feedback very important, 

especially in the earlier phase of the development process since the focus should be on the customer 

requirements throughout the development process.  The feedback from the customers should be seen 

as an opportunity for changes and improvements in the process to fulfill all customer requirements.  

Today, the considerations of customer requirements during the development of products are 

inefficient, according to a respondent that is involved in the development process at AM. The 

development departments are not communicating with the customers and a respondent has recognized 

that relevant information from the customers, which could positively affect the development 

processes, do not reach the departments.  

63 % of the respondents argued about the importance of the Use of data. One respondent talked 

about that a lot of useful data, as for instance customer satisfaction data, is not fully taken advantage of 

in the company. There is much available data that, after analysis, will be very useful for the 

development of products. One respondent suggested that the data from previous measures could be a 

good base for identification of improvements in the transformation towards PSS. The respondent also 

mentioned that the customer satisfaction measures and feedback from the customers should be 

monitored regularly for several years, instead of only after one year of customer ownership, to provide 

long-term data of customer satisfaction.    

One respondent claims that the attention regarding problems experienced by the customers is 

insufficient at AM. There is much valuable information from customer feedback that is not 

communicated to the involved departments to use and follow up in the further development of the 

products. The respondent believes that the customer experience that the company is not listening 

enough to their problems and feedback, because the employees do not have enough time or the 

directions to really focus on the customer. 

The Risk management; identification of risks and uncertainties related to services, was mentioned 

as a key factor of success in PSS by 63 % of the respondents. There is a fear of the losses associated 

with services in the company that has to be exceeded by identifying the risks and how they could be 

managed. Several respondents declared that it is crucial to take such risks to succeed in the 

transformation towards PSS. Another respondent argue that a continuous interaction with the 

customers for feedback probably will lead to a better development process and decrease the 

uncertainties. 
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4.2.5 PRODUCT STRATEGY 

The results of the Product Strategy factors of AM are shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 - Result of the Product Strategy factors of AM 
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Strategic Objectives (Market 

Analysis) 

Product positioning 88% 

Portfolio of product opportunities 75% 

Project linkage to corporate objectives 63% 

Core concept. 

Concept development 13% 

Product architecture 25% 

Product functional content 88% 

Product end-of-Iife (EOl) 0% 

Revenue Planning 
Knowledge of market potential 50% 

Product pricing 13% 

Technology 
Forecasting technology 0% 

Technology readiness 0% 

Functional Strategies 
Make-buy decisions 0% 

Product service processes 75% 

4.2.5.1 Strategic Objectives (Market Analysis) 

The most discussed factor, by 88 % of the respondents at AM, in the Strategic objectives category 

was Product positioning. The Portfolio of product opportunities was mentioned by 75 % of the 

respondents. All respondents mentioned PSS as crucial for the company´s competitiveness and 

survival on the market. The respondents are convinced that PSS will be the future and that the 

transformation needs to start as soon as possible. AM cannot put their reliance in machines anymore, 

they must differentiate themselves to competitors by offering more services and integrated products. 

The development and advance in the offering of services will be crucial for the company‘s 

competitiveness. AM must succeed by differentiation and cannot be a follower of the competitors if 

they want to be seen as attractive by customers. 

Respondents pointed out several advantages with PSS, as the ability to bind the customer for a 

longer time by creating more value for them. Another advantage for competitiveness is the flexibility 

with a product service solution that can be developed and adapted to the market much faster than the 

traditional hardware product. This makes it possible to be a step ahead of the competitors. 

Several respondents believe that the competitive companies are already ahead of AM, and that 

AM needs to start thinking more than just hardware to find new ways to compete. PSS is already 

implemented among the competitors and AM need to make a decision if they want to go in the same 

direction.  

A difficulty mentioned by some respondents was the lack of understanding of value in the 

different department‘s product portfolios. To enable a successful integration of products and services 

the different departments must be aware of the value in both hardware and service. 
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Project linkage to corporate objectives was mentioned by 63 % of the respondents. The absence of 

objectives based on the customer requirements and too many separated targets between the 

departments was pointed out as an obstacle. This must be changed in order to succeed with PSS, 

according to most respondents. Some respondents suggested that there should be continuous follow-

ups throughout the projects to ensure project linkage to corporate objectives. 

4.2.5.2 Core concept 

The most mentioned critical factor at AM in the category of Core concept was Product functional 

content, which was discussed by 88% of the respondents. According to one respondent, the reason 

why the competitors are ahead is that they already have understood the customer perspective of value. 

AM is still focused on the machine as the main product, but this is not necessary the main interest of 

the customer anymore. Several respondents involved in the development process claimed that the 

traditional hardware products offered by AM will not be enough to be profitable in the future. They 

accentuate the company‘s need of a paradigm shift from being the best at hardware products to be the 

best in understanding customer needs, expressed and unexpressed, and then offer a total solution. The 

companies have to focus on the customer requirements in the development processes to enable an 

attractive offering. 

4.2.5.3 Revenue Planning 

The knowledge of market potential was discussed by 50 % of the respondents at AM in the 

category Revenue planning. The respondents at AM discussed the importance of the implementation 

of PSS in near future to stay competitive in the market. They have realized that PSS will be a 

necessary change to be able to keep up with market requirements. The faster this transformation will 

start, the greater the benefits will be for the company, was stated by numerous of the respondents at 

AM. 

It is idealistic to base the development of products on market requirements, but innovation is often 

not expressed in market needs. One respondent emphasized the importance of basing future 

development of products on the expressed and unexpressed needs of the market. 

4.2.5.4 Technology 

None of the respondents at AM talked about Technology as a success factor of PSS. 

4.2.5.5 Functional Strategies 

75 % of the respondents at AM mentioned the Product service processes of the category 

Functional strategies.  The respondents at AM also pointed out the importance of the service 

processes to stay competitive in the future. The future product development processes have to be 

cross-functional already from the planning phase to be successful. It will be crucial for all departments 

to understand the value that both products and especially services generate to the customer. According 

to a respondent the understanding of what value is generated from services is not of interest in the 

product development projects, the services is just seen as an add-on at the end of the process. The 

integration of the service process and customer perspective will be essential for a successful 

implementation of PSS, according to all respondents. To make this happen a lot of resources must be 

allocated to services.  
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4.2.6 PROJECT EXECUTION 

The results of the Project Execution factors of AM are shown in Table 14. 

Table 14 - Result of the Project Execution factors of AM 
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Development Process 75% 

Responsibilities of team members 88% 

Development 
Prototype plan 0% 

Product attributes and their values 0% 

Milestones and Metrics 
Team productivity 0% 

Project financial goals 0% 

Schedule Integrity 

Project delays 0% 

Time to Market 13% 

Concurrent development 75% 

Internal task coordination 50% 

Social Responsibilities 13% 

4.2.6.1 Development Process 

75 % of the respondents at AM mentioned the Development Process during the interviews. One 

respondent claimed that a success factor of PSS is processes. AM needs to develop new internal 

processes to develop the complicated PSS offers, according to the respondent, and then find ways to 

support these processes. 

A respondent mentioned that the processes need to enable a change from developing maachines to 

developing PSS.  A dream scenario would be that AM first develop the processes and then develop the 

organization, which enables that the organization supports the processes the best way possible. 

Another respondent mentioned that the processes need to be more controlled and developed 

towards the customer needs. 

4.2.6.2 Responsibilities of team members  

Responsibilities of team members were discussed by 88 % of the respondents at AM in the 

category Project Execution. A respondent mentioned the importance of having dedicated and 

ambitious people that work with the development. Those people need to have full focus on 

implementing PSS to make sure it is not something that they do not prioritize and only do when they 

have time. Another respondent also talked about the need for everybody‘s commitment, especially the 

management´s, to enable this change. To be able to develop integrated products and services one 

respondent mentioned that it is important that everybody works towards the same goal which requires 

that the goals are defined and communicated. 
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4.2.6.3 Development 

None of the respondents at AM discussed the factors of Development during the interviews. 

4.2.6.4 Milestones and Metrics 

None of the respondents at AM discussed the factors of Milestones and metrics during the 

interviews. 

4.2.6.5 Schedule Integrity 

75% of the respondents at AM discussed Concurrent development as an important factor of 

Schedule integrity. A respondent expressed the importance of a cross-functional development, and the 

clarification of responsibilities and rolls within the different functions. There is also a need for respect 

of the responsibilities and rolls. Another respondent also discussed the importance of cross-functional 

development, and claimed that there is no need to develop these solutions if there is no one who can 

sell or maintain them. 

The area of Internal task coordination was discussed by 50 % of the respondents. One of them 

talked about the importance of cross-functional development argued that there is a need for change in 

governance, since there are a lot of people that will be involved in the decision-making. Today the 

respondent does not feel that it is communicated who has the responsibilities of certain areas. Another 

respondent mentioned the importance of having a common vision and mindset throughout the 

company. 

A respondent mentioned Time to market, and discussed that the time to market at AM is too long 

because of the pride they put in getting the right quality, and that the time to market needs to be 

shorten in some way. 

4.2.6.6 Social Responsibilities  

One respondent at AM discussed the area of Social Responsibilities, and mentioned the 

importance of fulfilling all the regulatory requirements at a development process. 

4.2.7 PRODUCT DELIVERY 

The results of the Product Delivery factors of AM are shown in Table 15. 

Table 15 - Result of the Product Delivery factors of AM 
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 Release to manufacturing ramp-up 0% 

Transition to sales 25 % 

Organizational readiness for sales 50 % 

Service and Support (S&S) complexity 13 % 

4.2.7.1 Release to manufacturing ramp-up 

None of the respondents at AM mentioned Release to manufacturing ramp-up. 
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4.2.7.2 Transition to sales 

25 % of the respondents at AM mentioned Transition to sales during the interviews. The 

importance of goals and targets for the integrated products and services was discussed by one 

respondent at AM. They have to start with goals on the solution itself, and then determine the goals for 

sales and delivery. 

Another respondent mentioned the importance of communication between the dealers, regions and 

developers to enable a solution that suits the dealers and final customer. 

4.2.7.3 Organizational readiness for sales 

Organizational readiness for sales was discussed by 50 % of the respondents at AM. The fact that 

AM customers are their dealers and that all of them are not own by the company complicates the 

change towards PSS and the sale of the solution according to one respondent. 

Another respondent talked about the fact that different dealers would react to this in different 

ways. Some would want to sell these solutions and some would be satisfied with selling machines. The 

respondent mentioned that maybe there is a need for new dealers that can handle this type of solutions 

better. 

Another respondent at AM argued that PSS is an enabler for regions to help dealers in their work. 

To do this AM have to understand the dealers‘ needs. PSS would enable better solutions that would 

increase customer value. The challenge, according to the respondent, was how to explain to the dealers 

that this is something worth trying. To be able to do this the respondent suggested that the regions 

need to communicate and collaborate more with the dealers. Today there is no system that gathers 

information from dealers and communicates these to the development teams. A lack of communication 

and misunderstanding of the dealers‘ needs can lead to inadequate training, support and offers. 

The dealers already offer a total solution to the end customers according to one respondent. The 

regions sometimes train and educate their dealers how they should train and educate their customers to 

manage the machines, but that is all. The same respondent mentioned that the regions complement the 

products with services before selling it to dealers. 

4.2.7.4 Service and Support (S&S) complexity 

One respondent at AM mentioned Service and Support (S&S) complexity. The importance of good 

service, support and mechanics to enable solutions to customer was discussed by one respondent at 

AM. The respondent also mentioned that offers like service and support are important to ensure 

competitiveness. 
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4.2.8 RESULTS 

The results of the Results factors are of AM shown in Table 16. 

Table 16 - Result of the Results factors of AM 
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Project Financial 

and Market 

Results 

Project IRR and NPV 25% 

Product volumes 13% 

Product revenues 38% 

Product cost 0% 

Product SG&A 0% 

Product's market share in revenue 0% 

Project Customer 

Satisfaction and 

Loyalty Results 

Customer loyalty 13% 

Satisfaction with price for value 63% 

Satisfaction with product functionality and performance 75% 

Satisfaction with service and support capabilities 63% 

Organizational 

Effectiveness 

Results 

Strategic Intent 88% 

Development cycle time and slip rate 0% 

Development budget 0% 

Partner satisfaction and loyalty 25% 

Project team morale 25% 

Productivity 0% 

Contribution to knowledge assets 25% 

Product Results 

Product Functions and Performance versus specifications 13% 

Patents and industry awards 0% 

Core technology newness 0% 

Platforming extent 0% 

Manufacturing Complexity 0% 

Sales and service Complexity 38% 

Project 

Benchmarking Benchmarks 0% 

4.2.8.1 Project Financial and Market Results 

Product revenues were mentioned by 38 % of the respondents at AM when discussing the area of 

Project financial and market results. Some respondents mentioned revenues as a success factor of 

PSS. Most respondents expect higher revenues if implementing PSS in the company.  

It was also mentioned that the company must dare taking some losses in the beginning of the 

transformation, because in the end PSS will enable higher profits. The difficulty and uncertainties 

associated with services must be managed by the management. They must be convinced of that 

services eventually will generate more value and revenue to succeed with the implementation.  
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The assurance of revenue, even during economical down terms when offering services and 

integrated products, was mentioned as a benefit of PSS by a number of respondents. The customer will 

be tied to a contract and the services therefor guarantee more steady revenue.  

4.2.8.2 Project Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty Results 

Satisfaction with product functionality and performance was mentioned as an important factor by 

75 % of the respondents at AM when discussing Customer satisfaction. Several respondents pointed 

out the necessity with a product development that is more focused on customer needs to generate more 

value to the customers. According to many respondents the company must involve the customer more 

in the development process and be better in considering the customers feedback. This makes customer 

satisfaction data crucial to realize the effect of the transformation to PSS.  

One respondent mentioned the possibility of measuring customer satisfaction during 3-5 years 

instead of just one year, to obtain customer loyalty data.  

4.2.8.3 Organizational Effectiveness Results 

Strategic intent was mentioned by 88 % of the respondents at AM when talking about 

Organizational effectiveness and results. Most respondents pointed out the significance of 

differentiation from competitors by offering PSS solutions. PSS bind the customer for a longer time 

and creates more value for them, which result in contribution to the company‘s competitiveness.  

25 % of the respondent highlighted the partner relationship and their satisfaction as a critical 

factor. AM needs to manage their relationships with partners and maintain their relationship with 

existing partners. One respondent claim that AM will not manage the transformation towards PSS by 

themselves, and will therefore be dependent of partner relationships. 

The contribution to knowledge assets was also mentioned as a success factor 25 % of the 

respondents. The company will probably not succeed in the first attempt toward PSS because they are 

trying something new. But they can learn from all projects that are made in this transformation to 

finally succeed, according to a respondent. 

4.2.8.4 Product Results 

The most mentioned factor by the respondents when talking about Product results was Sales and 

service complexity, which was discussed by 38 %. The services and sales departments at AM need 

more attention and investments by management to succeed in the transformation towards PSS. 

Therefor the necessity of services and sales that support PSS solutions was pointed out by several 

respondents.     

One respondent talked about the importance that the verification of the developed integrated 

solution meets the set product specification. 

4.2.8.5 Project Benchmarking 

None of the respondent at AM mentioned Project benchmarking as a critical factor for success in 

PSS. 
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4.2.9 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF PSS 

When discussing the measurement systems and what KPIs that should be included in a PSS 

context, the majority of the respondents claimed that the traditional KPIs used today will not be 

enough when implementing PSS, and that it will be necessary to add new KPIs to enable a successful 

PSS. The current focus of functional KPIs in the company was recognized as an obstacle by several 

respondents.  

Most respondents mentioned the sub-optimization today as a difficulty to enable a measurement 

system supporting PSS. Services and products are today measured completely separately. The 

importance of common objectives for the entire organization was highlighted as significant. The 

different departments are too focused on their own performance, and miss that the attention should be 

on generating value to the customers and the entire organization.  

One respondent discussed the importance of joint responsibilities in the organization, and that 

suboptimal KPIs could not exist in a successful PSS. The respondent claimed that future KPIs must be 

equal in responsibility for everybody, and that this type of change is vital. Another respondent with 

insight in the development process was confident in that future measures must be related to the Cross-

functional process and not specific functions as today, for successful development.      

The measuring of the level of integration of products and services during the development process 

and when delivered to the customer, was declared as absent in current measure system. This type of 

measure was claimed as significant in PSS.  

One respondent suggested that depending on the new vision and strategy of the organization, the 

new KPI should be initiated based on the company‘s current situation related to future ambitions. The 

respondent pointed out that this eventually will lead to a change in behavior among the employees.  

4.3 THE RANKED RESULT OF ICT AND AM 

In Table 17 the ranked result of ICT and AM is shown. The most discussed categories of success 

factor of PSS development at both companies was Human Resources. 

Table 17 - The raked results of ICT and AM 

ICT 

 

AM 

1 Human Resources 65% 

 
1 Human Resources 69% 

2 Information 49% 

 
2 Leadership 67% 

3 Organizational Culture 47% 

 
3 Information 57% 

4 Product Strategy 43% 

 
4 Organizational Culture 51% 

5 Product Delivery 40% 

 
5 Product Strategy 38% 

6 Project Execution 31% 

 
6 Project Execution 28% 

7 Results 25% 

 
7 Product Delivery 21% 

8 Leadership 20% 

 
8 Results 19% 
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5 ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents the analysis of the result of the different categories, in relation to the 

theoretical framework. The analysis led to additional categories, which are presented in this chapter. 

A discussion of the need for change in performance measurement and KPIs, if implementing PSS, is 

also presented. 

5.1 LEADERSHIP 

The results of the Leadership factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 18. 

Table 18 - Result of the Leadership factors 
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 Senior management clarification of strategic intent 60% 100% 85% 

Project leader's experience 0% 38% 23% 

Power delegated to the project leader 0% 63% 38% 

 

Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) discussed that one challenge of servitizations is 

strategic alignment and Elfving & Urquhart (2013) mentioned the importance of coordination, 

especially on management levels. The importance of alignment and a management clarification was 

expressed by a respondent at AM; 

I think it´s the management, it´s the managements responsibility from the top all the way down 

to clearly communicate an unambiguous message of the future goals of the company. 

Based on this, we argue that the strategic decision of implementing PSS is important for both ICT 

and AM. Both companies need to get everybody involved to work towards the same direction. They 

cannot have opposing goals for each department; the main goals need to be mutual. It is crucial that 

the management manages to involve all different departments in this transformation.  

We argue that it is not only important with a management decision and communication of a 

common strategy. The management also needs to get the organizations to understand the value of PSS, 

to get their commitment and support. This is based on the fact that Elfving & Urquhart (2013) 

discussed that it is important to get trust and commitment when developing an integrated solution. To 

offer orientation to the projects, the management should recognize the value of the products and 

support the projects (Ernst, 2002). 

Our observation is that ICT has come a longer way towards PSS than AM, which makes it more 

important with a management decision at AM. ICT has more resources and development in service 

departments, and there is more work towards PSS. The important thing for ICT to focus on is the 

communication in the organization to be able to develop PSS. AM will not be able to implement PSS 

without a definitely decision from top management. Since AM is more focused on products than ICT, 

they have a longer journey towards implementing PSS. 
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5.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

The results of the Organizational Culture factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in 

Table 19. 

Table 19 - Result of the Organizational Culture factors 
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Cultural Change 

Leveraging organizational culture 20% 63% 46% 

Cultural change management 80% 63% 69% 

Risk taking rewards and incentives 40% 25% 31% 

Teaming 

Teamwork culture 40% 63% 54% 

Internal communications mechanisms 60% 88% 77% 

Customer relationships 40% 88% 69% 

Ties between PD and suppliers 20% 13% 15% 

Innovation 
Motivating breakthrough ideas 60% 50% 54% 

Pursuit of organizational learning 60% 13% 31% 

 

The difficulties of change were discussed at both ICT and AM. The internal mindset, development 

processes and time of development were considered as the greatest problems if implementing PSS. 

The importance of the recognition of the difficulties of changes was discussed by a respondent; 

There is a problem at ICT to changes, I think it´s important to work with the change to make 

this happen. 

 We experienced that it will be more difficult with this change at AM than at ICT. This is because 

respondents at ICT mentioned that there have been large challenges in the past and these situations 

have been solved with reorganization. This was not mentioned at AM. But there was an understanding 

at both companies that the process of change takes a lot of time, effort and resources.  

Many of the respondents at both companies talked about the challenge of the transformation 

connected to the culture of the company. We argue that one of the main challenges will be the need for 

cultural change based on the fact that employees at both ICT and AM has long tradition as a 

manufacturing companies, and they put a lot of pride in their products. 

 Gebauer, Gustafsson, & Witellm (2011) mentioned that it is important with a service mindset and 

culture to succeed with services, and Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) describes that one of 

the main challenges is embedded product-service culture. The challenge of the transformation was 

described by one respondent; 

The organization needs to be motivated to go in this direction. So I think that is probably the 

deep aspect for making the changes of internal mindset, of the internal motivation of employees 

to work in this direction. And that is probably the most challenging part. 

We experienced some main issues that need to change to enable collaboration between 

departments at both companies and an internal communication. First of all there need to be a mutual 

understanding and recognition of each other‘s value. To make sure the departments do not counteract 

each other to ensure their own revenues, there is a need for a financial system that ensures a win-win 
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situation for everybody involved. Elfving & Urquhart (2013) discussed the share of profit and loss as a 

challenge when developing PSS. It is also important that the management communicates that the 

organizations should work with PSS in the future. Ernst (2002) lists a loyal and fully committed 

organization as one of the critical factors for success. Based on that, we consider the cultural change 

and the understanding of each other‘s value are crucial to succeed in the transformation towards PSS.  

In the development of PSS, the insight of the customers‘ problems and applications is fundamental 

to provide a total solution according to Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010). It is beneficial for 

success that the customer is integrated in the early phases of the projects, according to Ernst (2002). 

Both companies are aware of the importance of involving the customer in the development process of 

products to ensure a total satisfaction. The companies are continuously interacting with their 

customers for feedback, but this is not apparent in the actual developing phases; 

There will be a lot of demands that someone are close to the customer and communicates and 

maybe compose this. Not only product-service, but a customer-product-service, and that we 

then develop this together. 

Based on the theory and the statements of the respondents, we consider the integration of the 

customer throughout the development process as one of the main areas of improvement for both 

companies. The present level of customer relations is not sustainable in a PSS context. We observe the 

involvement of the final customer as one of the major weaknesses in the development processes at 

AM.  

Innovation is a critical factor highlighted in research concerning both service and product 

development success. The creation of a climate of continuous innovation is one of the two 

evolutionary stages in successful service development, presented by De Jong and Vermeulen (2003). 

They determined a lack of awareness of the positive outcomes of innovation in the development 

processes. De Brenanti (1995) also identified that the development of services depends on a high 

innovative environment. We distinguish that the level of innovation in both companies‘ development 

processes must increase related to the growth of service development. One respondent stated; 

We are not innovative today, we have a lot of ideas and a lot of creative employees, but the 

amount of new offers to the market is very limited. 

The employees must be motivated to be more innovative and the organization must be more open 

minded for new creative ideas, and not be afraid of the risks associated with services. Riel & Lievens 

(2004) claims that successful innovation can reduce the uncertainties of decision making, which 

enhances the importance of an innovative company. 

Respondents at both companies discussed that a good way of developing PSS would be to try 

small projects at first and learn from those, and we agree of that. To be able to do this the management 

need to enable resources and they have to accept some failure, which is a natural part of learning.  
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5.3 HUMAN RESOURCES 

The results of the Human Resources factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 20. 

Table 20 - Result of the Human Resources factors 
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Project core competency 100% 100% 100% 

Multi-disciplinary staffing 80% 100% 92% 

Training and education 60% 63% 62% 

Work environment 20% 13% 15% 

 

We claim that both ICT and AM need people with experience and knowledge of PSS to be able to 

do the implementation. Today there is a lack of knowledge and experience of cross-functional 

development at both companies. To enable PSS development, team members with skills in both 

product and service development are obligatory (Meier, Roy, & Seliger, 2010). Respondents at both 

companies suggest that they should get external help from people with another mindset and good 

knowledge of integration. The problem with the manufacturing mindset was mentioned as one of the 

reasons that external help is needed; 

New type of people needs to join, people that have more service oriented view than the ones 

already working with the products. 

The respondents at both companies also talked about the need for cross-functional development. 

Ernst (2002) pointed out cross-functionality as crucial for successful product development, to reassure 

internal cooperation, communication and ease the resolution of interface problems. Since one of the 

foundations of PSS is cross-functional development we argue that there is need for people with 

knowledge and experiences in that area at both companies, which was verified by a respondent; 

It is very important to work cross-functional when we make this change. 

Another foundation of PSS is communication between different partners (Mont, 2002). We 

experienced that there is a large gap in the communication between the different departments at both 

ICT and AM. This is a major obstacle to be able to work in cross-functional teams. To reduce this gap 

they could start with small collaboration teams with different main areas. 

There is a problem at both companies with imbalanced distribution of resources. This gives a 

signal to the employees that products are the most important area and hampers the cross-functional 

work. An adequate resource allocation is pointed out as critical in the development of services, by 

several researchers in the area. The absence of sufficient resources is often the reason to failure in 

services, and hinders the employees from performing their best (Edgett, 1994). We argue that it is 

important to give more resources to service development as an essential step towards implementing 

PSS, to give a clear internal signal that service is something that is important and that the company 

wants to develop the service departments. One respondent expressed the frustration of the allocation of 

resources; 
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There is a goal that x percent of the turnover should come from services, but they don´t add any 

resources to develop and work with this. 

Another respondent additionally expressed the problems between the allocation of resources and 

lack of a business model that supports service development; 

We put a lot more resources on the product development then on the service development. […] 

Probably that needs to change, but we have a problem at ICT today, the service departments 

can only invest in development that gives immediate results 

Today both companies have strategic goals to increase service. This is a good beginning towards 

communicating that service is important, and the next step is to add resources and action to be able to 

realize these goals. Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) discusses that one of the main 

challenges of implementing PSS is strategic alignment which involves the importance of 

communicating the importance of service.  

5.4 INFORMATION 

The results of the Information factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 21. 

Table 21 - Result of the Information factors 

 

 
 

ICT AM Total 

In
fo

rm
at

io
n
 Infrastructure and 

tools 

Investments in PD methods, tools, and databases 60% 38% 46% 

Reuse of physical and design assets 40% 13% 23% 

Knowledge management system 40% 100% 77% 

Information 

Analysis 

Use of data 20% 63% 46% 

Customer satisfaction data 100% 88% 92% 

Use of project performance metrics 20% 38% 31% 

Risk management 60% 63% 62% 

 

To enable a successful development in PSS, a continuous feedback of usage from the customer is 

required (Elfving & Urquhart, 2013). This makes the contact and follow-up between the development 

organizations and the operation organizations vital for the sharing of such information. A respondent 

with responsibility regarding service agreements towards customers at AM, discussed the ineffective 

sharing of information about customers‘ feedback from the operational organizations to the service 

department; 

There are no established ways to bring back this information, or at least not in my area. And I 

feel that this is something that I would like to change, to enable this. 

 We experienced that both companies are inefficient in focusing on the customer requirements and 

feedback in the development process. The information from the interaction with the customer needs to 

be taken advantage of and considered throughout the development processes to enable successful 

integrated solutions (Elfving & Urquhart, 2013). There is a lot of information that need to be 

communicated all the way to the development departments to enhance their understanding of value 

from a customer perspective. All customer satisfaction data, considering both technology and services, 
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must be considered already at the beginning of the development process. Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) 

claim that it is important to define the result dimension at implementation and development of PSS. 

We argue that both companies must invest in tools, methods and systems that support the 

development and delivery of integrated products, and knowledge sharing between the departments. 

Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) describe this as the challenge of internal processes and 

capabilities. The importance of investments in new tools, methods and systems is also realized by the 

respondents at both companies, here expressed by a respondent at AM; 

To be able to deliver a service we would need a good structure of the databases and analysis 

tools that are needed to do a good analysis. 

 Both companies have a lot of valuable information and data available, but the absence of adequate 

tools limits the usage of the information. There are a lot of competences in the companies that need to 

be shared between all departments to contribute to the development. A respondent at ICT pointed out 

the necessity of knowledge sharing within the company to learn from each other‘s experiences when 

implementing PSS development;  

A business that is perfectly managed in one region, can be a completely unknown in another 

region. So our challenge is to make such competence available for all departments in the 

company. It´s a knowledge sharing attitude. You need to work with knowledge assets. 

We claim that the uncertainties associated with services are a major obstacle that must be 

controlled by the companies to succeed with the implementation of PSS.  One solution could be to 

focus on a continuous interaction with the customer for feedback throughout the development process. 

One must make sure of the understanding of what creates value for the customer. Schweitzer & Aurich 

(2010) argues that to enable performance measurements of PSS, information needs to be gathered, 

analyzed and used in an efficient way. A respondent, involved in the development processes at AM, 

explains the importance of a customer interaction in PSS development; 

It is based on that you work very close with the customer, that we collaborate with the customer 

often, and that the customer can give feedback continuously. 

We also consider that it is crucial for both companies to base the transformation towards PSS on 

present development processes and rely on existing resources and competence, to decrease the 

uncertainties and ensure a successful integration.   
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5.5  PRODUCT STRATEGY 

The results of the Product Strategy factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 22. 

Table 22 - Result of the Product Strategy factors 

 

 
 

ICT V Total 

P
ro

d
u
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Strategic Objectives (Market 

Analysis) 

Product positioning 100% 88% 92% 

Portfolio of product opportunities 60% 75% 69% 

Project linkage to corporate objectives 20% 63% 46% 

Core concept 

Concept development 20% 13% 15% 

Product architecture 60% 25% 38% 

Product functional content 80% 88% 85% 

Product end-of-Iife (EOl) 0% 0% 0% 

Revenue Planning 
Knowledge of market potential 100% 50% 69% 

Product pricing 40% 13% 23% 

Technology 
Forecasting technology 20% 0% 8% 

Technology readiness 0% 0% 0% 

Functional Strategies 
Make-buy decisions 0% 0% 0% 

Product service processes 60% 75% 69% 

 

There was a common perception of all respondents at both companies that the transformation 

towards PSS is needed in near future to stay competitive. When discussing the advantages of an urgent 

implementation of PSS, one respondent at AM stated; 

We must succeed by differentiate ourselves. 

Several respondents mentioned that some of the largest competitors of AM are just a few years old 

on the market and that there are more to come. The integration of products and services can enable a 

differentiation towards competitors (Mont, 2002).  One respondent at AM, pointed out several benefits 

related to an implementation of PSS, which most of the other respondents at both companies agree 

with; 

You kind of bind a costumer for a longer time, create more value for them. You are kind of 

different from others that are competing with you, you are more than machines. 

We argue that PSS are a natural step for both companies to maintain their existing customers and 

gaining new ones. PSS also enables steady revenue because of contracts like maintenance (Gebauer, 

Gustafsson, & Witell, 2011).  

In relation to the increased offering of services, the importance of knowledge of market potential 

also increases. Services are more flexible and the development process is much shorter than products. 

To enable successful service development, the market must be properly targeted and known by the 

company, and the customer requirements must be fully understood (Edgett, 1994). We consider 

market research important already from early phase in the development process, to be more responsive 
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to the market in the future. The increase of service offerings and implementation of PSS is recognized 

at several competitors, and the knowledge and consideration of the market in the development 

processes will be essential to be at the top. The importance of market knowledge was discussed by 

several respondents, and also the importance of the product environment was discussed by a 

respondent at AM; 

We need to be more responsive in our product development organization: Which are the 

external factors? How can our product fit, what do we need to do to fit in the environment of 

that product? 

To enable the total solution other aspects than the ones of the product, like services and the 

product environment, should be considered already from the start of the development. Mont (2002) 

discussed the need for involvement of product and service departments and supporting infrastructures 

and network at the development to enable a total solution. We argue that to enable this, first of all a 

management decision is needed. Since both companies already have set strategic goals towards 

increasing services we argue that PSS is the sequent step. Respondents at both companies mentioned 

the importance of communicated strategic objectives that embraces a cross-functional thinking.  

Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) argue that one benefit of PSS is that the customer can concentrate on 

their core values because the PSS provider handles all aspects of the solution. To be able to do this we 

argue that it is important for the provider to have good knowledge of expressed and unexpressed 

customer needs. Respondents at both companies mentioned the importance of understanding customer 

needs and their perspective of value. 

5.6 PROJECT EXECUTION 

The results of the Project Execution factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 23. 

Table 23 - Result of the Project Execution factors 

 

 
 

ICT AM Total 
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Development Process 80% 75% 77% 

Responsibilities of team members 60% 88% 77% 

Development 
Prototype plan 0% 0% 0% 

Product attributes and their values 20% 0% 8% 

Milestones and Metrics 
Team productivity 0% 0% 0% 

Project financial goals 20% 0% 8% 

Schedule Integrity 

Project delays 0% 0% 0% 

Time to Market 40% 13% 23% 

Concurrent development 60% 75% 69% 

Internal task coordination 60% 50% 54% 

Social Responsibilities 0% 13% 8% 

 

Respondents at both companies discussed the need of new processes to enable development of 

solution offerings. Today the main focus is to develop products; 
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The processes needs to support integrated product and service development, so the focus is not 

only on developing the machines. 

We argue that new processes needs to be implemented based on Martinez et al (2010) statement; 

that one main challenge when developing PSS is internal processes. To implement these processes we 

claim there is a need for people with knowledge of collaboration process, which can be a problem 

since a respondent claim that is a lack of competence in that area in the market. 

We claim that there is not only a need for new processes but also a reorganization, which some 

respondents have talked about. This is important not only to enable cross-functional work, but also to 

give a clear signal that this is the future of the company to employees, customers and partners. 

Especially AM needs to clarify and work towards the change, since we get the expression that this 

kind of change would be a large transition for the company. 

There has been discussion at interviews at both companies about the importance of teamwork and 

responsibilities at a development process. There is a need for both dedicated management and 

employees. The management‘s dedication is needed to communicate the importance of developing 

PSS. The employees‘ dedication is needed to enable this change. A respondent discussed the 

importance of responsibilities; 

It is vital to identify who are responsible for each step in the development. […] We need clearer 

rolls and responsibilities, and we need to respect the rolls and the responsibilities. 

Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) argues that it is a challenge to set up PSS oriented organizations and 

Elfving & Urquhart (2013) discusses the importance and challenge of gaining trust, getting 

commitment and sharing risk at a cross-functional development. To be able to do this advanced 

development we argue, based on the respondents and the theory, that it has to be clear who are 

responsible for every part of the development, and that this is communicated to everyone involved in 

the process. 

5.7 PRODUCT DELIVERY 

The results of the Delivery factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 24. 

Table 24 - Result of the Product Delivery factors 

 

 
 

ICT AM Total 
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 Release to manufacturing ramp-up 0% 0% 0% 

Transition to sales 40 % 25 % 31 % 

Organizational readiness for sales 60 % 50 % 54 % 

Service and Support (S&S) complexity 60 % 13 % 31 % 

 

We argue that it is important for both companies to involve their sales organization when 

developing an integrated solution based on the statement by Baines, o.a. (2007) that not only products 

and services aspects should be considered during the development, but also the supporting 

infrastructure and network. Further, a respondent mentioned the importance of collaboration with the 

sales departments;  
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It won´t help that we got the best product in the world that we develop, because somebody has 

to carry it to the customers. 

Another respondent also stated the importance of collaboration with the service departments; 

You need to work go together with services in a business proposal to serve, deploy, maintain 

this more efficient. 

Some respondents also mentioned that it is important to educate, train and communicate with their 

sales organizations. We agree of the statement since Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) described that the 

internal processes constantly changes the sub processes of different partners, which includes sales 

organizations. 

Respondents at both companies talked about the fact that the sales organization already offers a 

total solution to the end customer. A respondent shared earlier experiences of projects; 

The sales regions always solve this [a total offer to the customer], but to greater or lesser 

expenses. […] The customers don´t demand this, they presuppose this. 

At ICT there is a lot of effort and extra expenses to enable this. At AM the dealers do this with 

help from other suppliers. We argue that this is a large problem since there clearly is a demand for a 

total solution, but the companies do not use this opportunity. At ICT the costs could decrease 

significant and at AM the revenues could increase. Since the dealers at AM already offer this solution 

to customer, they probably have contracts with other suppliers, which complicate things if they would 

try to sell a total offer to their dealers.  
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5.8 RESULTS 

The results of the Result factors of ICT, AM and the total result are shown in Table 25. 

Table 25 - Result of the Result factors 

 

 
 

ICT AM Total 

R
es

u
lt

s 

Project 

Financial and 

Market Results 

Project IRR and NPV 60% 25% 38% 

Product volumes 40% 13% 23% 

Product revenues 40% 38% 38% 

Product cost 40% 0% 15% 

Product SG&A 40% 0% 15% 

Product's market share in revenue 20% 0% 8% 

Project 

Customer 

Satisfaction and 

Loyalty Results 

Customer loyalty 0% 13% 8% 

Satisfaction with price for value 40% 63% 54% 

Satisfaction with product functionality and performance 40% 75% 62% 

Satisfaction with service and support capabilities 40% 63% 54% 

Organizational 

Effectiveness 

Results 

Strategic Intent 100% 88% 92% 

Development cycle time and slip rate 0% 0% 0% 

Development budget 0% 0% 0% 

Partner satisfaction and loyalty 20% 25% 23% 

Project team morale 20% 25% 23% 

Productivity 0% 0% 0% 

Contribution to knowledge assets 40% 25% 31% 

Product Results 

Product Functions and Performance versus specifications 20% 13% 15% 

Patents and industry awards 0% 0% 0% 

Core technology newness 0% 0% 0% 

Platforming extent 0% 0% 0% 

Manufacturing Complexity 0% 0% 0% 

Sales and service Complexity 40% 38% 38% 

Project 

Benchmarking Benchmarks 0% 0% 0% 

 

One of the problems discussed at both companies was the fact that the return of investments at 

PSS solutions is longer than the ones of products, and that this must be considered when implementing 

PSS ;  

You will surely lose money that year, and then you have to make sure you can do that because 

you are certain that you will get them back when you sell these integrated products and 

services. 

Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) also mentions that since there is a need for investments 

in new resources when developing PSS there is a possibility of increased time before the company gets 
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any revenues. Because of that we argue that it is important to make careful reflections and calculations 

before developing PSS and that the management at the companies should not consider the return of 

investments as an obstacle in the transformation. Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) claims that identifying 

involved chances and risks are one of the main challenges of the OEM when implementing PSS. But 

when the companies accomplish the success factors associated with PSS, the risks and uncertainties 

will decrease and eventually be totally controlled.  

Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) mentioned that it is important with a common definition 

of the offer by both customer and provider. Some respondents mentioned the importance to control 

that the developed solution achieves the given specifications. Because of that we argue that it is 

important to ensure customer satisfaction, which makes it essential with a common definition of the 

offer and communication between the provider and the customer. 

According to Mont (2002) and many respondents, PSS can be one way of contributing to the 

competitiveness of the company. With that in mind we argue that PSS can be a good strategic intent. 

PSS results in a longer relationship with the customers (Meier, Roy, & Seliger, 2010) and loyal 

customers gives a company stable revenue according to Reichheld & Sasser (1990). 

5.9 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF PSS 

To establish an implementation of KPIs that ensures a holistic success, the common understanding 

and commitment by all involved in the value chain is critical (Parmenter, 2010). Meanwhile, the 

change to a service and product mindset is mentioned as one of the main difficulties for manufacturing 

companies by Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010). We distinguish that as long as there is no 

common vision of value and a shared ambition among the different departments, to contribute to the 

success of all departments and the entire organization, the transformation towards PSS will not be 

successful. There were a lot of difficulties revealed by the respondents from both companies when 

discussing KPIs in a PSS context. KPIs in a PSS context must ensure a holistic success, which 

according to the respondents is not supported by the traditional KPIs used in the organizations today. 

A respondent that is involved in the service portfolio planning at AM, and works with interaction 

between the different development processes , shared earlier experience of selling integrated products;  

I´m from sales originally. […]I had a KPI to sell as much as possible every week, and I was not 

interested in any kind of holistic view. It was my bonus that was the driving force, as it is for all 

salespersons.  

Based on the respondent´s experiences from the sales department, the structure of the KPIs made 

the respondent focus entirely on selling as many products as possible instead of concerning the 

relation to the customer. This type of quantitative KPIs can result in a lack of reflection of the actual 

value-creating actions (Kaplan and Norton 1992). David Parameter claims that KPIs should not be 

financial measures but be linked to strategic objectives through the critical success factors. KPIs have 

a significant impact and should only report what really matters concerning the increase of 

performance. Indicators gives the employees´ signals of what is important in the company, and will 

therefor influence their behavior (Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010). Based on this, we argue that the 

focus should be on KPIs measuring quality over quantity in PSS, to best serve the purpose of 

increasing the performance and the company‘s overall success. 

The respondent also confirmed, relating to the same experience, the lack of understanding of the 

connection to, and value of other department‘s products. The respondent acknowledged that the 
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different departments counteracted each other, due to contradicting KPIs. The same respondent 

acknowledges the severity of this problem; 

The areas of responsibility have to be shared. Separate departments‟ can´t have their own KPIs, 

sup optimized KPIs. That´s actually dangerous! 

Another respondent also highlighted the countering influenced by current KPIs, by sharing an 

experience from previous projects at ICT;  

I´ve worked before to try to… We had a project that was called Joint business approach, with 

departments here at A [the service organization at ICT] and B [the product organization at 

ICT]. There were problems all the time. If we are going to develop this product in the best 

possible way, or if we are going to earn as much money as possible, we don´t want to… To 

make a bad result because of… That they [the service organization at ICT] get a better result, 

or the other way around, A don‟t want that B gets a better result, because then it looks like our 

department [A] did a bad result. 

Based on these statements, we argue that there is a need for a change in the structure of the KPIs 

to succeed in PSS. This contradiction between the different departments in the organizations will in 

the long term not be sustainable relative to the customers or the success of the company itself when 

implementing PSS. There must be a joint ownership of KPIs in PSS to prevent sub-optimization and 

the different departments from counteracting each other. The KPIs should be structured in a way that 

contributes to the increased performance for the entire company by influencing the employees to also 

feel motivated and dedicated to the contribution of other departments‘ success. The KPIs must be 

linked to the organizations strategy, to give the employees the right signals of what is important 

(Mikušová & Janeĉková, 2010). The need of a common definition of success in the organization is 

especially important when measuring performance associated to services, to enable the establishment 

of the organizations strategy (Storey & Kelly, 2001). The organization needs a common mindset, 

language, and a defined vision, mission, and values communicated throughout the entire organization 

to succeed in PSS (Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan, 2010), (Parmenter, 2010). 

To succeed in PSS, the alignment of the processes to enable cross-functional development is 

necessary. The company will need changes in strategies, operations and value chains, technologies, 

people expertise, system integration capabilities and metrics for the integrated solution (Martinez, 

Bastl, Kingston, & Evan, 2010). To enable the measuring of performance in PSS, specified PSS key 

figures for the review of desired benefits have to be fulfilled. These should be based on the result, 

process, infrastructure and information dimensions of PSS (Schweitzer & Aurich, 2010). As long as 

the measurement system is not supporting PSS, the success of such cross-functional project will be 

challenged. This is confirmed by a respondent at ICT that has observed the necessity of holistic 

measures supporting the inevitable changes to reach a PSS; 

And that kind of integrated product and service development, that is not happening today. There 

has been initiative that it will happen, but as long as the measurements aren´t holistic this won´t 

happen. 

Our observation is that the current traditional KPIs, especially the quantitative, are not sufficient in 

a successful PSS context, and a change in their structure is required. The new KPIs should be linked to 

the organizations strategy, objectives and critical success factors of PSS. The KPIs must focus on 

measures related to the cross-functional process, and what creates quality and value for the customer. 
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This will result in a more complex measurement system, but that will be necessary to ensure the 

maximum increase of performance in the company. To ensure that the measurement covers every part 

of the PSS, the company cannot rely on quantitative measurements that are easy to gather. A shared 

ownership of the KPIs is also mandatory, the products and services cannot have contradicting KPIs in 

successful PSS. 

5.10 COMPARISON BETWEEN ICT AND AM 

The ranked result of ICT and AM is shown in Table 26. The most important factor of success at 

both companies was Human Resources. That indicates that the respondents at both companies consider 

cross-functional development and collaboration with competence employees as the most important 

areas to success with PSS development. 

The major different between ICT and AM is the Leadership category, at ICT only 20 % of the 

respondents mentioned it while 67 % of AMs respondents mentioned it as important. We argue that 

the large difference in this category depends partly on the fact that leadership are expressed and 

understood in a better way in ICT than in AM, since a lot more respondents mentioned the need for 

strong leadership and governance at AM. We claim that another reason of the large difference is 

because ICT have come a longer way in their strategic goals and mindset toward services and the gap 

between the present way of working and the implementation of PSS is not as large as for AM. This 

makes the management decision more important at AM. 

 

 

Table 26 - The ranked result of ICT and AM 

ICT 

 

AM 

1 Human Resources 65% 

 
1 Human Resources 69% 

2 Information 49% 

 
2 Leadership 67% 

3 Organizational culture 47% 

 
3 Information 57% 

4 Product Strategy 43% 

 
4 Organizational culture 51% 

5 Product Delivery 40% 

 
5 Product Strategy 38% 

6 Project Execution 31% 

 
6 Project Execution 28% 

7 Results 25% 

 
7 Product Delivery 21% 

8 Leadership 20% 

 
8 Results 19% 
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5.11 ADDITIONAL SUCCESS FACTORS 

During the interview the respondents talked about some issues that did not match the analysis 

model of Tang, Liu, Kellam, Otto, & Seering (2005) that was used. Because of that complementary 

success factors were identified and added to cover all the aspects of PSS. 

5.11.1 INTERNAL BUSINESS MODEL 

One of the most discussed challenges at both companies was the absence of an internal business 

model to be able to adapt PSS. We argue that companies have to consider the internal business model 

as a success factor, based on that Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) discussed that there is a need for a new 

business model when implementing PSS and Elfving & Urquhart (2013) claims that one of the main 

challenges of PSS development is how to share profit and loss. It is important to make sure that every 

department involved in the development project gains something. To enable this several respondents 

mentioned that it is important to change the performance measurement. Citations of the topic are 

shown in Table 27. 

Table 27 - Citations on the subject of Internal business model 

The largest problem is that we do not have a system for internal trading, which makes it impossible to 

create any measurements at a higher level. […] There is no possibility to measure the profitability on 

the solution product itself. 

So how can this type of relationship be managed within this setting, and everybody actually winning 

something. 

To make this change you have to change the performance measurements, the KPIs. […] We have to 

measure the process, the cross-functional process.  

And then there are some players that are in a different part of the organization, who want other 

things. […] the KPIs are contradictory. 

It is important to have a business model so that everybody gains in this situation. You have to have a 

win-win model to make this work. 

The KPIs needs to belong to both the service and product departments. 

We have to find a way to avoid that a manager gets a smaller bonus if he succeeds to ensure a great 

result for another department and the best result for ICT in general, because then that person will 

counteract a good general result.  

5.11.2 MULTI-DISCIPLINARY STAFFING 

To enable PSS development Meier, Roy, & Seliger (2010) state that is important with employees 

with knowledge in different areas. Furthermore, respondents at both companies discussed difficulties 

of cross-functional collaboration; some citations are shown in Table 28. Based on that we claim that 

the factor Multi-disciplinary staffing in the category Human resources need to be expanded. The first 

new factor is Cross-functional development. 
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Table 28 - Citations on the subject Cross-functional development 

You have to descide already at the beginning that this is going to be an integrated development […] 

And then you have to involve everybody at the beginning. 

It is a basis to be able to provide a total solution that you integrate the product and service, and then 

you also have to integrate the process. […] They belong togheter, you have to consider this already 

in the planning phase. 

 

Martinez, Bastl, Kingston, & Evan (2010) describe strategic alignment as one of the main 

challenges when changing focus towards integrated products and services. Strategic alignment 

involves the importance of a common language in the company. Several of the respondents discussed 

that the understanding of each other‘s value needs to improve to enable this change, and that a mutual 

goal needs to be communicated. The new factor is called Cross-functional collaboration. Citations on 

the subject are shown in Table 29. 

Table 29 - Citations on the subject of Cross-functional collaboration 

I think you need a better collaboration between products and the aftermarket departments. […] You 

need to increase the understanding of the aftermarket departments, and make it visible through the 

organization. 

The management needs to set goals that signal that we should be a player that can deliver this type of 

integrated products and services.  

You have to try to set common goals and strategies.  

A prerequisite is that the entire company have to recognize the importance [to succeed with the 

integration]  

 

Edgett (1994) argues that resource allocation is one of the success factors when developing new 

services. The reason to failure associated to services, it is mostly the absence of adequate resources. 

Respondents at both companies mentioned that it is an imbalance of resources between the product 

and service departments. Based on that, we consider that it is necessary to consider the distribution of 

resources; the new factor is called Allocation of resources. Citations on the subject are shown in Table 

30. 

Table 30 - Citations on the subject of Allocation of resources 

There is a goal that x percent of the turnover should come from services, but they don´t add any 

resources to develop and work with this. 

Our service organization don´t allow us to build resources in advance like we need to do. 

We put a lot more resources on the product development then on the service development. […] 

Probably that needs to change, but we have a problem at ICT today, the service departments can only 

invest in development that gives immediate results. 
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5.11.3 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION MECHANISM  

Mont (2002) describes the need for closer collaboration and contact between producers, suppliers, 

service producers and final customers when developing PSS solutions. Riel & Lievens (2004) 

describes that one of the success factors of service innovation is to communicate with external 

partners. Based on this we claim that another success factor that should be added is External 

communication. The external communication includes communication with partners and dealers. 

Factors that refer to communication between the provider and customer respectively suppliers already 

exist in the eight category framework by Tang, Liu, Kellam, Otto, & Seering (2005). Citations on the 

subject are shown in  

Table 31. 

Table 31 - Citations on the subject of External communication 

Today there is no established ways of mediating the information from dealers to the development 

department.  

We have to work with other companies. [...] We need to find a way to work with partners and find our 

place in the value chain, and we haven´t today.  

5.11.4 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

Schweitzer & Aurich (2010) describes that a company needs to consider both physical and 

nonphysical aspects of the solution. Some respondents mentioned that when implementing the 

products in the users environment, the product are only adapted to work together with components 

from the same company, citations of the subject are shown in Table 32. Based on that we argue the 

extra factor Product environment should be added to the Strategic Objectives strategies (Market 

analysis) category.  

Table 32 - Citation on the subject of Product environment 

If I´m going to be harsh I think the product developers only consider that the products should be 

integrated in an ICT´s context, but in the reality they are often integrated to other suppliers products. 

You have to have a better understanding of the environment the product should work in.  

We are selling a service enablement platform that can enable services for a lot of different 

applications. I think that is an important area for us, to produce things that have interfaces that many 

different devices can connect to.  

5.11.5 INTERNAL MARKETING 

Edgett (1994) claims that internal marketing is crucial for success at service development, to raise 

the awareness of the project. The unawareness of the advantages of service is a problem at both 

companies according to the respondents, citations of the topic is shown in Table 33. Based on those 

statements we argue that the factor Internal marketing is important to enable cross-functional 

development. 
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Table 33 - Citations on the subject of Internal marketing 

We need to be much better in our service department to sell within the company. […] We need to 

market ourselves towards the product departments. Internal marketing.  

We have to show ourselves off more. […] Not only internal at the service department, but also 

throughout the entire company.  

5.11.6 EXTERNAL MARKETING 

De Jong and Vermeulen (2003) mention the importance of marketing when developing something 

new, and several respondents discussed that there is a need for change when marketing this kind of 

offer. Citations of the subject are shown in Table 34. Because of that we argue that the factor of 

External marketing should be seen as a success factor when developing a PSS offer. 

Table 34 - Citations on the subject of External marketing 

When you are selling a combined offer you need totally different resources to inform the customers.  

When we enter the market and want to sell this offer, we need to be able to show something 

extraordinary if we are late in the market.  

5.11.7 RESULTS 

Since we argue that there are some factors that should be added to the existing model, there needs 

to be a change in the Result category to control these factors after the development is done. For 

example it is necessary to make changes in the category Project Financial and Market Results to 

consider that every partner of the cross-functional collaboration have gained something on the project.  

Another example of a factor that needs to be added is how well the implementation to other products 

went.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

In the beginning of the thesis three research questions were presented as the main focus of the 

study. In this chapter the answers to the specific questions are concluded. 

6.1 ANSWER TO RESEARCH QUESTION 1 

The first research question was: 

1. Which are the most important success factors of ICT and AM if transforming into PSS 

developers? 

- Are there any difference between the success factors of PSS development and the 

traditional ones of service and product development? 

 

The main challenges and difficulties, described by employees at ICT and AM, have been the 

foundations of the identification of success factors of a future PSS development. The main success 

factors and aspects that are relevant to consider when implementing PSS in a traditional manufacturing 

company are presented below. We have determined that there are differences between the success 

factors of PSS development and the traditional ones of service and product development, which are 

also described below. The management should pay attention to the following success factors to 

directly influence the success of a transformation towards a PSS provider.  

Leadership 

Both companies need a definite management decision and communication of a common strategy 

throughout the entire organization to work in the same direction towards PSS. All employees, 

especially the management, must be committed and understand the value of PSS. The entire 

organization must have a common view of success and realize the value of all different departments. It 

is important that the management have the competence needed to manage this transformation. 

Most critical success factor concerning Leadership: Senior management clarification of strategic 

intent 

 

Organizational Culture 

ICT and AM have a long tradition as manufacturing companies, but they need to change to be able 

to embed a product-service culture and to change their mindset to succeed in this transformation. The 

level of innovation must increase with the progress of service development. The internal 

communication in the companies is crucial, and the interaction and integration of the end customer 

throughout the development process is beneficial to enable the offering of PSS solutions. The external 

communication is important in order to enhance a close contact with partners, producers, suppliers, 

service producers and final customers when developing PSS solutions. The collaboration with partners 

is specifically important in PSS development, especially at the beginning of the transformation.  

Most critical success factors concerning Organizational Culture: Cultural change management, 

Teamwork culture, Internal communication mechanisms, External communication mechanism, 

Customer relationship, Motivating breakthrough ideas 
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Human Resources 

The factors of the Human Resources category are the most critical success factors for ICT and AM 

in the transformation towards PSS. 

The collaboration between the different departments, knowledge and experience of cross-

functional development and PSS in the companies is deficient. The companies need to invest in 

training and education of the employees to ensure that they have the necessary skills to manage cross-

functional projects and PSS development. The companies must have an adequate allocation of 

resources for service and product development to ensure a successful PSS development process.  

Most critical success factors concerning Human Resources: Project core competency, Cross-

functional collaboration, Cross-functional development, Allocation of resources, Training and 

education 

 

Information 

The companies must invest in tools, methods and systems that support PSS development, the 

delivery of PSS solutions and knowledge sharing between the different departments. All customer 

satisfaction data and feedback must be considered from the beginning of the development process and 

throughout the entire project. A continuous customer interaction and understanding of value from a 

customer perspective is crucial to ensure the identification of risks and a satisfied customer. 

Most critical success factors concerning Information: Knowledge management, Customer satisfaction 

data, Risk management 

 

Product Strategy 

The implementation of PSS is beneficial for the companies to stay competitive on the market. 

Market research is important already from early phase in the development process to properly target 

the market and enhance knowledge of market potential. The knowledge of expressed and unexpressed 

customer needs is crucial and the product environment should also be considered in the development 

process. 

Most critical success factors concerning Product Strategy: Product positioning, Portfolio of product 

opportunities, Product functional content, Knowledge of market potential, Product service processes,  

Product environment 

 

Project Execution 

New development processes that support cross-functional development and PSS need to be 

implemented and defined in the companies. The team members must be motivated and committed to 

the PSS development projects, and their different responsibilities must be clearly defined. 

Most critical success factors concerning Project Execution: Development process, Responsibilities of 

team members, Concurrent development, Internal task coordination 

 

Product Delivery 

The communication and involvement of sales and delivery organizations is crucial in the 

development process of PSS solutions. These organizations must also be educated and trained to 

manage the delivery of the integrated products. More employees need to be in contact with the 

customers when developing PSS solutions. 

Most critical success factors concerning Product Delivery: Organizational readiness for sales 
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Marketing 

In the beginning of the transformation internal and external marketing will be crucial for success. 

The internal marketing in the companies is important, to ensure the awareness of the PSS projects, the 

advantages and value of PSS. The external marketing is vital when offering PSS solutions and the 

companies should adjust their marketing resources, when offering something unfamiliar to their 

customers. 

 

Most critical success factors concerning Marketing: Internal marketing, External marketing 

Results 

The companies must take in consideration that the measures related to the results must be adjusted 

to fit in a PSS context. The companies must also consider that the return on investments and 

achievement of revenues is longer than the ones of products during the transformation. Eventually, 

along with a longer customer relationship the companies will gain stable revenue. Customer and 

partner satisfaction is essential.  

Internal business model 

It‘s important to make sure that everybody involved in the development project gains something. 

The cross-functional teams need to share profit and loss. 

6.2 ANSWER TO RESEARCH QUESTION 2 

The second research question was: 

2. Which are the main challenges at ICT and AM to implement PSS development? 

 

ICT and AM have different structure of organizations, and ICT has come a much longer way in 

their strategic goals and mindset towards services than AM. This conduces to differences in the main 

challenges at the companies, and ICT will have the ability to perform a faster transformation towards 

PSS.  

AM has a completely different situation and their main challenge is to get a definite decision from 

the management to begin this transformation. AM has to start with the increase of service development 

and more resources allocated to services to first fulfill their strategic goals related to services.  

The main challenge of implementing PSS development at ICT is to get the entire company to walk 

in the same direction. Even though they are more service oriented then AM, they still need to 

communicate an internal vision of the importance of offering total solutions to the customers. The next 

important step is that the development teams need to communicate and collaborate with the sales 

department, to ensure that the offering of the total solution fulfills the customers‘ requirements. 

Both companies initially have problems in fulfilling the success factors of the individual product 

and service development, which has to be concerned to ease the transformation towards PSS. The 

companies suffer from lack of internal communication, sub-optimizing and contradiction between the 

different departments. One of the main challenges for both companies will be to achieve a common 

view of success and value among the employees, and change their traditional product focused and 

result oriented mindset.  

The main common challenges at ICT and AM: 

 A definite management decision and communication of a common new strategy of 

implementing PSS throughout the company. 
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 The change of the organizational culture and mindset. 

 Establishment of cross-functional development and collaboration, and a business model 

that supports that. 

 The involvement and interaction of final customers and their feedback throughout the 

development process. 

 The need for a measurement system that supports the integration. 

6.3 ANSWER TO RESEARCH QUESTION 3 

The third research question was: 

 

3. Is it necessary to change the performance measurement system and KPIs used at 

traditional manufacturing companies, like ICT and AM, if they would transform into PSS 

providers? 

- If so, in which way do they need to change? 

 

We conclude that current traditional performance measurement system and KPIs are not sufficient 

in a PSS context, and a change in their structure is required. The performance measurement system 

including KPIs must be linked to the new strategy, objectives and success factors of PSS. The KPIs 

should be focused on the cross-functional processes, what creates value and quality to the customer 

and what contributes to the overall success of the companies. The KPIs focused on quantitative 

measures will be insufficient in a PSS context. The implementations of holistic measures and a joint 

ownership of the KPIs are crucial to succeed with the transformation towards PSS.  
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7 DISCUSSION AND FURTHER 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents a final discussion and further recommendations of the thesis. 

We are pleased with the outcome of this study and consider it as a good input for both companies 

before starting their transformation towards PSS. The thesis will give the companies a better 

understanding of the significance of a transformation towards PSS in a near future, and give an 

understanding of their main challenges related to this transformation. The reader of the thesis will get 

a better understanding of PSS, the impact of an implementation, and the major challenges in 

manufacturing companies today.  

On the other hand, like all studies, there is always something that could be improved or done 

differently. The limited amount of time restricted the analysis of the results from the interviews and 

literature, which were desired to be investigated deeper during the thesis. On account of that the 

majority of the interviews were performed and documented in Swedish, it‘s possible that there are 

some differences in the citations after the translation.  

Some data from the interviews was not included in the result and analysis. It is recommended to 

investigate the interviews in further research in the area. During one of the interviews the recorder ran 

out of power. That resulted in that we had to rely on notes from that interview, which could have 

caused that important data was lost. 

The analysis of the interviews was based on a framework and on our interpretation of the 

categories. Others may have another interpretation.  

The different perspectives and focus of the interviewees during the interviews, because of their 

different responsibility areas and competence, were not considered in the analysis of the results, which 

could have led to a better understanding of a certain respondent‘s answer. The analysis of the different 

main areas of the respondents is recommended for further investigation to conclude if there are 

significant differences among the answers. That could expose the eventual necessity to extent the 

interviews with additional respondents, with different areas and competences to obtain a more reliable 

result.  

Further, it would be interesting to do interviews with employees at departments closer to the 

customers, and customers to the companies, to get their view of implementing PSS at ICT and AM.  

Additionally, the different professionals of the respondents could have been one of the reasons that 

some factors are not mentioned in the category framework used during the analysis. To determine if 

that is the case, additional respondents with different main areas could be interviewed. 

An additional area that would be interesting to investigate further is the performance measurement 

system. The KPIs that are used by the company today can be explored to identify if there is a 

connection between them and the success factors of PSS, to be able to determine which specific KPIs 

that need to be added to support a PSS development. The eventual effects of the employee‘s behavior 

because of the KPIs can be interesting to investigate.  

Further, it would be interesting to investigate if other manufacturing companies have the same 

challenges and views of success factors of PSS development.  
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ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1 - The interview template 

Intro: We told the respondents that we are doing a thesis. 

 We have signed a confidentiality agreement. 

 You will be anonymous in our report. 

 Ok if we record this interview? 

The structure: First we will ask some questions and then we will have a discussion around a model. 

Basic questions 

1. Name? 

2. Title? 

3. Number of years with this title? 

4. Tell us more about your background at the company? 

5. What are your main areas of responsibility? 

6. Do you work with anything today or are you in connection with integrated product and service 

development? 

Main questions 
1. Which do you considers as the success factors of the company in general? 

a. How do you measure those? 

2. What is your view of the possibility that the company would offer integrated product and 

service developed offers in the future? 

a. Advantages 

b. Disadvantages 

3. What do you think the general view of integrated products and service development is at the 

company? 

a. Are there any disagreements in the area? 

4. Which are the main success factors to be able to implement integrated product and service 

development? 

a. Why the mentioned reasons? 

5. Do you think that the measurements need to change at an implementation of integrated 

product and service development? 

Explain the activity model to the respondent (a picture of the model was shown) 

 
 

 

 

Integrated product and 

service development 

Goal 

Input 

Resources 

Output 



 

 

A discussion was made about: 

 INPUT  

o What needs to be done to be able to implement integrated product and service 

development? 

 What needs to be added to the current knowledge? 

 What is the most important? 

o What needs to be done to get a mutual Input between the product and service 

departments? 

 

 GOAL  (To get integrated product and service development) 

o If PSS would be implemented at the company, how do you think future goals will be 

expressed? 

o What will de differences be from goals of today? 

 

 RESOURCES 

o What kind of resources needs to be added in a PSS? (tools, human resources, 

technology) 

 Which are the most important? 

 What are the main different from today? 

 

 OUTPUT 

o When you got the right resources and the goals of the activity, what do you think is 

needed to go from input to output successfully when integrating product and service 

development? 

o Do you consider this as a good way of working? 

Questions if there is time: 

 What are the determinants to succeed with the implementation of PSS? 

 What will the difficulties be to implement PSS? 

 What are the risks with implementing PSS? 

The objective with the study:  The main subject for our thesis is integrated product and service 

development. We want to determine the success factors of an integrated product and service 

development (PSS). We also want to examine the main differences from how companies work today 

and how it should be in a successful integration.  Our focus is on the product development process in 

PSS. 

We also want to clarify the challenge in transforming the product focused companies ITC and AM 

into product-service providers. We are doing a study at ITC and AM, to make a comparison between 

the industries.  

  



 

 

Attachment 2 – The framework used for analysis with a citation of each mentioned 

category to illustrate the interpretation of the categories.  

1 

L
ea

d
er

-

sh
ip

 1.1 Senior management clarification of strategic intent 

1.2 Project leader's experience 

1.3 Power delegated to the project leader 

 

1.1) I think it´s the management, it´s the management‘s responsibility from the top all the way down to 

clearly communicate an unambiguous message of the future goals of the company. 

1.2) And the right resources, what you talked about earlier, that you need external people, not internal 

that has been engineers at AM for 70 years. You need someone external that is used to manage 

integrated service development and use their knowledge of how to work with that. 

1.3) You need very authoritarian management and professional leadership. Sometimes we have too 

many layers of directors, and many of them can hide and say: That is not my responsibility.  
 

2 

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
al

 c
u
lt

u
re

 

2.1 Cultural Change 

2.1.1 Leveraging organizational culture 

2.1.2 Cultural change management 

2.1.3 Risk taking rewards and incentives 

2.2 Teaming 

2.2.1 Teamwork culture 

2.2.2 Internal communications mechanisms 

2.2.3 Customer relationships 

2.2.4 Ties between PD and suppliers 

2.3 Innovation 
2.3.1 Motivating breakthrough ideas 

2.3.2 Pursuit of organizational learning 
 

2.1.1) The organization needs to be motivated to go in this direction. So I think that is probably the 

deep aspect for making the changes of internal mindset, of the internal motivation of employees to 

work in this direction. And that is probably the most challenging part. 

2.1.2) There is a problem at ICT to changes; i think it´s important to work with the change to make 

this happen. 

2.1.3) The processes also needs to reward this kind of activities. And more tolerance to risk and 

failure. 

2.2.1) When you look at AM you look at their suppliers, you look at their dealers, you look at their 

customers. But everyone have to kind of work together to generate value 

2.2.2) To communicate is good, and there is a willingness to listen to each other. 

2.2.3) There will be a lot of demands that someone are close to the customer and communicates and 

maybe compose this, not only product-service, but a customer-product-service and then develop this 

together. 

2.2.4) … it takes a lot of actors to make things work. That´s why we need to work with other 

companies and we also work to build, to contribute to a partnership. To build an ecosystem. 

2.3.1) I think you have to have a great motivator and have a wide thinking to work with these issues. 

2.3.2)  Because there will be cases when they lose money, because they are trying something new and 

all the time they will learn how to do this better.  So I guess that over time they will develop this PSS 

capability. 
 

3 

H
u
m

an
 

R
es

o
u

rc
es

 

3.1 Project core competency 

3.2 Multi-disciplinary staffing 

3.3 Training and education 

3.4 Work environment 



 

 

3.1) I think it´s people, competences. That is what is missing in every area. 

3.2) It is very important to work cross-functional when we make this change. 

3.3) It´s a long journey with education and training. 

3.4) We work with energy, passion and respect for the individual […] the employees at AM doesn‘t 

want to work at AM because of the wages, but because they feel they are doing something good and 

that they are important. 

 

4 

In
fo

rm
at

io
n
 4.1 Infrastructure and tools 

4.1.1 Investments in PD methods, tools, and databases 

4.1.2 Reuse of physical and design assets 

4.1.3 Knowledge management system 

4.2 Information Analysis 

4.2.1 Use of data 

4.2.2 Customer satisfaction data 

4.2.3 Use of project performance metrics 

4.2.4 Risk management 

 

4.1.1) To be able to deliver a service we would need a good structure of the databases and analysis 

tools that are needed to do a good analysis.  

4.1.2) It is to use the resources that already exist, to take advantage of that knowledge. 

4.1.3) It´s a knowledge sharing attitude. You need to work with knowledge assets on a level to 

understand. 

4.2.1) I think there is a huge quantity of data that you need to analyze, I have talked to the one who 

have much knowledge and they don´t have the time to do a data analysis of this. 

4.2.2) It is based on that you work very close with the customer, we collaborate with the customer 

often, the customer can give feedback continuously. 

4.2.3) We cannot measure function, we have to measure the things that creates customer value. We 

have to measure the processes, the cross-functional process. 

4.2.4) Every time we have new ideas, services and products, we do a risk analysis, what can happen. 
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5.1 
Strategic Objectives (Market 

Analysis) 

5.1.1 Product positioning. 

5.1.2 Portfolio of product opportunities 

5.1.3 Project linkage to corporate objectives 

5.2 Core concept 

5.2.1 Concept development 

5.2.2 Product architecture 

5.2.3 Product functional content 

5.2.4 Product end-of-Iife (EOl) 

5.3 Revenue Planning 
5.3.1 Knowledge of market potential 

5.3.2 Product pricing 

5.4 Technology 
5.4.1 Forecasting technology 

5.4.2 Technology readiness 

5.5 Functional Strategies 
5.5.1 Make-buy decisions 

5.5.2 Product service processes 

 

5.1.1) We must succeed by differentiate ourselves. 

5.1.2) We don´t want to be an accenture that integrates anything, we want to have our product base as 

a foundation and we think that we adds value to our customers with the product base. 



 

 

5.1.3) Is it the right direction? Is it the right direction to the target? If not, what do we need to do to get 

there? 

5.2.1) First of all you need a good idea. 

5.2.2) You need to build a system that is scalable to build for the future. 

5.2.3) And you of course try to find things that are unique for our products to make them as good as 

possible, so you by our things and we offer much more than the standard product. Things that make 

our products more wanted. 

5.2.4) The category was not mentioned. 

5.3.1) We need to be more responsive in our product development organization: Which are the 

external factors? How can our product fit, what do we need to do to fit in the environment of that 

product? 

5.3.2) Maybe we can have a different price structure. If we know about the use of the products, if we 

know how hard they are to integrate we can charge the right price. 

5.4.1) We must ensure that there is an element of technological leadership, and that it is scalable. 

5.4.2) The category was not mentioned. 

5.5.1) The category was not mentioned. 

5.5.2) But unfortunately, we don‘t always develop the service to fit the machine, it is more of an after 

construction, more like service agreements. But the development, it feels like we tend to develop our 

services to sell separately from the machine. 
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6.1 Development Process 

6.2 Responsibilities of team members 

6.3 Development 
6.3.1 Prototype plan 

6.3.2 Product attributes and their values 

6.4 Milestones and Metrics 
6.4.1 Team productivity 

6.4.2 Project financial goals 

6.5 Schedule Integrity 

6.5.1 Project delays 

6.5.2 Time to Market 

6.5.3 Concurrent development 

6.5.4 Internal task coordination 

6.6 Social Responsibilities 

 

6.1) The processes needs to support integrated product and service development, so the focus is not 

only on developing the machines. 

6.2) Focus and that when implementing these projects and runs it, then you have to have focus and 

then a high level of ambition and full support from the organization. 

6.3.1) The category was not mentioned. 

6.3.2) ICT provides a small part of this value chain, many other players who must be involved in order 

to deliver a final solution to the customer. 

6.4.1) The category was not mentioned. 

6.4.2) Reviewing maybe the goals, like how to control these different units, and say let's put in 

resources like we do on the product side, a space so it will not be strange if it will appears like we lose 

money now, because we are developing services that will be paid over 5 years and not within 1 year. 

6.5.1) The category was not mentioned. 

6.5.2) We needs to develop faster. We have a product development process that is oversized because 

of our pride of our quality. 

6.5.3) It is important that you have cross-functional processes when you have a product development 

like this. 



 

 

6.5.4) We need clearer rolls and responsibilities and we need to respect the rolls and the 

responsibilities. 

6.6) We must ensure that we meet all legal requirements. 
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 7.1 Release to manufacturing ramp-up 

7.2 Transition to sales 

7.3 Organizational readiness for sales 

7.4 Service and Support (S&S) complexity 

 

7.1) The difficulty is when we develop things together. When we at the same time as we develop the 

product tries to understand: How should it be integrated, delivered, deployed, served. 

7.2) We need to have clear objectives at the start and then we need clear objectives at the delivery of 

these services too. 

7.3) It won´t help that we got the best product in the world that we develop here at the field, because 

somebody has to carry it to the customers. 

7.4) You need to work go together with services i a business proposals to serve, deploy, maintain this 

more efficient. 
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8.1 
Project Financial and 

Market Results 

8.1.1 Project IRR and NPV 

8.1.2 Product volumes 

8.1.3 Product revenues 

8.1.4 Product cost 

8.1.5 Product SG&A 

8.1.6 Product's market share in revenue 

8.2 

Project Customer 

Satisfaction and Loyalty 

Results 

8.2.1 Customer loyalty 

8.2.2 Satisfaction with price for value 

8.2.3 Satisfaction with product functionality and performance 

8.2.4 Satisfaction with service and support capabilities 

8.3 
Organizational 

Effectiveness Results 

8.3.1 Strategic Intent 

8.3.2 Development cycle time and slip rate 

8.3.3 Development budget 

8.3.4 Partner satisfaction and loyalty 

8.3.5 Project team morale 

8.3.6 Productivity 

8.3.7 Contribution to knowledge assets 

8.4 Product Results 

8.4.1 Product Functions and Performance versus specifications 

8.4.2 Patents and industry awards 

8.4.3 Core technology newness 

8.4.4 Platforming extent 

8.4.5 Manufacturing Complexity 

8.4.6 Sales and service Complexity 

8.5 Project Benchmarking 8.5.1 Benchmarks 

 



 

 

8.1.1) You will surely lose money that year, and then you have to make sure you can do that because 

you are certain that you will get them back when you sell these integrated products and services. 

8.1.2) Because if this turns out to be a small business it will probably not work, instead we need to 

make sure that we can do this global and in a large scale. 

8.1.3) You can think about revenues, the profitability of integrated solutions. 

8.1.4) That you see that profits, margins, market share can increase. 

8.1.5) That you see that profits, margins, market share can increase. 

8.1.6) That you see that profits, margins, market share can increase. 

8.2.1) What if you could measure after 3-5 years, to get a kind of loyalty measurement. 

8.2.2) Of course the customer don´t want to buy this service if it´s more expensive then when he 

bought the hardware. 

8.2.3) It is important that it comes from a customer need, that everything develops from that need. The 

offer should be experienced as positive. 

8.2.4) To measure these general things like customer satisfaction and how good he thinks our product 

are compared to our competitors‘ products. 

8.3.1) You are kind of different from others that are competing with you, you are more than yellow 

machines. 

8.3.2) The category was not mentioned. 

8.3.3) The category was not mentioned. 

8.3.4) So they need to manage relationships with their partners and maintain their relationship with 

their existing partners. 

8.3.5) The ones that work at AM doesn‘t do so because of the wage. 

8.3.6) The category was not mentioned. 

8.3.7) Because there will be cases when they lose money, because they are trying something new and 

all the time they will learn how to do this better.  So I guess that over time they will develop this PSS 

capability. 

8.4.1) When the integration is done, a verification is needed to determine that the solution meets the 

requirements that was set. 

8.4.2) The category was not mentioned. 

8.4.3) The category was not mentioned. 

8.4.4) The category was not mentioned. 

8.4.5) The category was not mentioned. 

8.4.6) You need new models to handle and sell this kind of integrated product and service. 

8.5.1) The category was not mentioned. 

  



 

 

Attachment 3 - Calculations of the results & rankings 

Result of one company: 
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The ranking of the categories: 

 

                           
                                      

                               
 

 


